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When Lo aine Han be  pla  A Raisin in the Sun debuted on Broadway on 11 March 
1959, it was praised by both critics and the public alike. The play was nominated for four 
Ton  a a d , and a a ded Be  Pla  b  he D ama C i ic  Circle, making Hansberry the first 
African American recipient of the award. It has since then been adapted to film, perhaps most 
famously in 1961 starring Sidney Poitier, who revived his stage role as Walter Lee Younger, 
and has been revived on Broadway as late as 2014. As the first play written by an African 
American playwright to debut on Broadway, it received wide acclaim for its supposed 
universality. Raisin was seen by many a  a o  abo  o e coming aci m h o gh 
homeo ne hip and in eg a ion , particularly by white audiences (Rose 2014, 29). They 
celebrated the message it sent about the American Dream, that it could be achieved despite 
the obstacles of discrimination, racism and poverty. It is precisely because of this 
interpretation that the play has been canonised and taught in schools as a lesson about racial 
equality and integration (46). However, there were those who did not join in with the praise. 
Some critics and progressives deeply criticised both Hansberry and the play itself for its 
in egration-as-happy-ending , claiming ha  i  a  i en o plea e hi e  (39). The  
critiqued its projection of a pro-integration, assimilationist, and colour-blind version of the 
American Dream. There were some who, in the midst of the civil rights movement, viewed 
the play as too conservative, lacking the radicalism that would be essential for revolution. The 
pla  a  di mi ed b  ome a  impl  ano he  ki chen- ink d ama  ha  p e en ed he 
e eo pe of an ema c la ing  ma ia chal famil  c e (29).  
What both this praise and critique appear to overlook is the radical, sharply political 
and feminist perspective that is inherent to the play. More recently, scholars have begun to 
e i i  Han be  famo  pla  and ef ame i  in ligh  of he  o n political beliefs and 
feminist activism. Scholars such as Tricia Rose, Erin D. Chapman, Cheryl Higashida and 
Imani Perry have argued against the widespread misinterpretation of the play in light of 
Han be  femini  and lef i  adicali m. I  i  Han be  femini  a i de  hich a e of 
particular interest to me in this thesis. Feminist scholars such as Adrienne Rich and Margaret 
Wilke on ha e claimed ha  Han be  m ed  he  femini m in Raisin (Chapman 2017, 48). 
I would argue that this perspective belittles the complexity and richness of the play. In her 
1959 interview with Studs Terkel, Hansberry declared her aversion to overt messages in art, 
he pe ha  hi  o  o e  he head , eno ncing hem a  clich  (Han be  1959). 
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Instead, Hansberry opts for a more subtle approach, one that demonstrated the way in which 
[h]e  c af  had become oo n anced o ead a  p opaganda  (Pe  2018, 100).  
The feminist themes in Raisin are an aspect of the play that may appear to be lost 
amongst the more overt themes of racial struggle, housing discrimination and the pursuit of 
one  d eam . Al ho gh he pla  femini  me age ma , a  fi  glance, be mo e bd ed 
than the themes for which the play was both celebrated and condemned, they are nevertheless 
still p e en . Han be  a  a  ine icable f om he  poli ic . He  fo me  h band and long-
ime pa ne , Robe  Nemi off, decla ed, Fo  Lo aine Han be  in genc  a  a nece i , 
an essence of the artist. A necessity inseparable from her blackness, her womanhood, her 
h mani m.  (Nemi off 2011, ). A  bo h a i  and ac i i , Lo aine Han be  belie ed ha  
all a  m  be poli ical  (Pe  2018, 52). To ie  he  o k in ligh  of onl  one of he e 
aspects limits what could otherwise allow for a far more complex reading of Raisin. 
Han be  po i ion of femini , an icoloniali , and Ma i  ho ld no  be di ega ded in 
the reading of the play (Perry 2018, 81). She was involved in political campaigns and 
activities, contributed to Leftist, lesbian, and feminist publications and was even observed by 
the FBI as a result of her participation in Communist and socialist movements (94). Recent 
scholars have also begun to discuss the extent to which Hansberry was influenced by one of 
he mo  iconic femini  e  of he en ie h cen , Simone de Bea oi  The Second Sex. 
Rega ding he o k a  a e book  (77) Hansberry claimed ha  i  migh  e  ell be he 
mo  impo an  o k of hi  cen , o ing i  on he mo  a ailable po  on he  efe ence  
helf  (Han be  q o ed in Higa hida 2011, 65). The fac  ha  he a  highl  engaged i h 
de Bea oi  femini m i  indica i e of he  o n femini  ie , hich, nde  clo e eading, 
can be revealed in her work. These views are presented to the reader and audience in a way 
that is perhaps less overt, but nevertheless still of significance.  
I  i  p eci el  Han be  b le  and ma e  of he a  of appeal  the use of 
comfortable conventions for the sake of political a g men  and b e ion  ha  ha  pe hap  
resulted in so many readings that overlook the underlying feminist themes in Raisin (Perry 
2018, 102). Set entirely in their home, Hansberry provides an intimate portrayal of the lives of 
the Younger family, a working-class African American family living on the South Side of 
Chicago in he la e 1950 . As the family awaits the arrival of a long-awaited life insurance 
cheque from the recently deceased head of the family, Big Walter, their dreams and desires 
are brought to light. The i le of he pla  a  o ced f om a line in one of Lang on H ghe  
poem , Harlem , and connec  he pla  o H ghe  medi a ion on defe ed d eam  (98). In 
his 1951 poem Hughes asks, 
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What happens to a dream deferred? 
 
      Does it dry up 
      like a raisin in the sun? 
      Or fester like a sore  
      And then run? 
      Does it stink like rotten meat? 
      Or crust and sugar over  
      like a syrupy sweet? 
 
      Maybe it just sags 
      like a heavy load. 
 
      Or does it explode? (2002) 
    
It is precisely the lingering question of [w]ha  happen  o a d eam defe ed?  hat Hughes 
poses in his poem that is explored in Raisin, as the contrasting dreams of the members of the 
Younger family form the central conflict in the play. The question of what to do with the 
$10,000 cheque raises further questions of whose dreams are within reach and at what cost.  
In the play, the conflicting dreams of the female characters are contrasted with one 
another to demonstrate the different positions African American women occupied in society 
at the time in which it was written. The goal  of Lena Mama  Yo nge  and her daughter-in-
law, Ruth, both of whom are domestic workers and mothers, centre around the sphere of the 
domestic. They dream of moving out of their cramped apartment in a ghetto in South Side 
Chicago to their own home. For Mama, this is a long-term dream she has had since migrating 
from the South to Chicago. Ruth, on the other hand, is desperate to find a better place to raise 
her son and unborn child. This is a dream that Mama is ultimately able to realise, as she uses a 
portion of the money to put a down payment on a house for her family. The only house she is 
able to afford is located in Clybourne Park, a predominantly white neighbourhood. Although 
the decision to move to Clybourne Park is undoubtedly fraught with risk, as it was for many 
Black families moving into white neighbourhoods at that time, the Younger family eventually 
leaves the Sou h Side fo  hei  ne  home. Mama  da gh e , Beneatha, dreams of finishing 
her education and becoming a doctor. She exemplifies a modern, feminist attitude which was 
arguably ahead of its time, as was Hansberry herself. Despite their conflicting goals and 
beliefs, however, the women are positioned alongside one another and together form the 
backbone of the family. Toge he  he  g ide he pla  male p o agoni , Wal e  Lee 
Younger, towards a decision that ultimately saves his dignity and helps to preserve his sense 
of self. It is through his dream of opening his own liquor store and becoming a businessman, 
that Hansberry highlights how the opportunities that were available to men and women at the 
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time were dependent upon gender. This and the juxtaposition of the different attitudes and 
social spaces the women occupy, serve to emphasize the feminist attitudes of Hansberry that 
are present throughout the text. It is this comparison that will be the main focus of the thesis, 
as I will clarify later in this introduction. 
Han be  femini  po i ion i  f he  highligh ed hen he  o iginal e  i  
contrasted with film representations of the play, as they either reinforce or diminish the 
themes present in her stage play. A comparison between three screen adaptations of the play 
and the original text may help to underscore how Raisin can be read as a feminist text. Each 
of the films I will examine were produced at different, and distinct, eras in contemporary 
African American history. The first film adaptation of the play was released in 1961, during 
the height of the civil rights movement. It was directed by Daniel Petrie and the screenplay 
was written by Hansberry herself. This adaptation starred members of the original Broadway 
cast, including Sidney Poitier, Ruby Dee, Claudia McNeil and Diana Sands. Released during 
an era of racial turmoil, the film had potential to be used as a means for Hansberry to explore 
the themes of her play further. She included scenes in the script in order to clarify what she 
felt was missed in the play and to avoid future misunderstandings of her politics (Perry 2018, 
114-115; Rose 2014, 48). Disappointingly, pivotal scenes that portrayed the multiple layers 
and deep impact of structural racism were considered too political and never made it into the 
final version of the film (Perry 2018, 115). The Public Broadcasting Service, PBS, produced 
their own version of the play in 1989 as a part of their American Playhouse series. The 
political climate of the late eighties lent itself to allow for a more emotional and visceral 
exploration of a racist, patriarchal America. Finally, the most recent film adaptation, directed 
by Kenny Leon and released in 2008, once again allows for the examination of the 
representation of the female protagonists within a new context. Leon  e ion make  ome of 
the feminist themes present in the play more explicit by exploring the lives of the Youngers 
outside of the home. For the first time, for example, the lives of all three of the Younger 
women are lent a more in depth portrayal. The visual medium of film lends itself to an 
analysis of the different ways in which the female characters are represented, and how 
femini  elemen  in Han be  o iginal pla  are either heightened or dampened. 
The follo ing chap e  ill a emp  o demon a e he a  in hich Han be  
own political and feminist viewpoints are translated into A Raisin in the Sun. In Chapter One, 
I discuss the historical context of the play in order to highlight significant events and 
experiences in African American history that are key to understanding the period during 
which the play was written, set and performed for the first time. The chapter also explores 
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Han be  o n pa  in o de  o contextualise and elucidate her political beliefs to 
demonstrate that they are an integral element in analysing her work. Using the works of Black 
feminist scholars bell hooks, Patricia Hill-Collins and Tricia Rose, I will position the play 
alongside key theories from these scholars to reveal the feminist themes in the play.  
In Chapter Two, I analyse the play in order to highlight these themes. The literary 
analysis of Raisin will focus on three central aspects present in the play: the rejection of the 
American dream; the site of the play; and the subversion of racialised gender roles and 
stereotypes. I examine these aspects through a feminist lens, by focusing on the characters of 
Beneatha, Mama and Ruth. The main purpose of this analysis is to demonstrate how the three 
female character  interactions with each other and Walter Lee suggest that Hansberry uses 
her play to reject and challenge racist and patriarchal values. 
The third chapter of this thesis will provide an analysis of the three screen adaptations 
of the play. I analyse each film separately to consider the ways in which Beneatha, Mama and 
Ruth are represented on screen. I also discuss the socio-historical contexts in which each of 
these films were produced. From the studio-controlled adaptation of the sixties, to the uncut 
PBS production of the eighties, to the signs of progress in the 2008 Kenny Leon adaptation, 
the screen adaptations were products of starkly different contexts. Spanning almost five 
decades, many significant societal and political changes occurred between each of these 
adaptations. This is why I include a discussion of these contexts in my analysis of how the 
Younger women are portrayed in the three productions. In Chapter Three I also compare the 
literary and film analyses in order to discuss the ways in which the female characters are 
represented in different media across different eras. To do so, I examine whether the three 
central aspects discussed in the second chapter translate visually in each of the screen 
renderings of the play to demonstrate how the different film reproductions undermine or 
highlight the feminist themes present in the original text. 
 Finally, the conclusion of this thesis aims to highlight the prevailing relevance of the 
play and considers possible reasons for why it continues to be revived and performed to this 
day. The recent body of work on bo h Han be  texts and her life as a writer, activist and 
person illuminate the significant impact she has had on the Black literary and feminist literary 
traditions. Given these recent works, it is evident that there is still much left to be examined. 




Chapter One: Contextualising Hanbe  backg o nd, oo  and oli ic  
 
Hansberry wrote A Raisin in the Sun during a period of great social and political unrest in 
American history. The play is set in South Side Chicago sometime after World War II, a time 
of immense racial and gender discrimination and oppression in both the US and across the 
world. Contextualising Raisin amongst escalating racial tensions and practices, widespread 
sexism, and the rise of movements against multiple forms of oppression may help to reveal 
the mo e adical elemen  in he pla . Han be  o n femini  and ociali  ac i i m 
suggest that these elements may also be discerned from her own work as an artist. The role 
that feminism plays in Raisin is particularly emphasised when examined alongside the work 
of Black feminist scholars, such as bell hooks, Patricia Hill-Collins and Tricia Rose.  
 
1.1 Historical Background: The Great Migration, redlining and housing discrimination 
in Chicago  So h Side 
 
From the outset of the play, Hansberry situates the reader and audience firmly within the 
home of a working-cla  Black famil  li ing on Chicago  So h Side. Han be  de ailed 
stage notes describing the scene as Ruth Younger starts her day imply the significance of the 
setting in the play. She describes the apartment as a place that has been forced to 
accommodate the living of too many people for too many years  (Han be  1994, 23, 
emphasis in original). It is no longer a place of comfort but has been worn thin, a place where 
[w]eariness has, in fac , on All pretenses but living itself have long since vanished  (24, 
emphasis in original). Bo n and ai ed on he So h Side he elf, Han be  cho en e ing 
a  home o he majo i  of he Af ican Ame ican e iden  of he ci . The Yo nge  famil  
cramped, roach-infested kitchenette apartment was not unlike the majority of homes in South 
Side Chicago, an area that had grown increasingly overpopulated and derelict as a result of 
prevailing racist practices, local white animosity and discriminatory federal housing programs 
(Coates 2014). The huge influx of African Americans to the city during the Great Migration 
resulted in a housing crisis that primarily impacted the Black residents and migrants. Many 
Black families were so desperate for decent living conditions and housing that those who 
could even risked moving to predominantly white neighbourhoods despite rampant white 
hostility (Coates 2014.). Neighbourhood associations, like the Clybourne Park Improvement 
Association in Raisin, were a result of this hostility and were supported by racist federal 
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p og am  e abli hed nde  Roo e el  Ne  Deal. As discriminatory laws and racial bias 
seeped into these programs, racism became institutionalised through the establishment of 
organisation  ch a  he Home O ne  Loan Co po a ion and he Fede al Ho ing 
Admini a ion. The e o gani a ion  implemen ed he p ac ice of ed-lining , he 
categorisation of neighbourhoods like the South Side as high-risk in terms of home 
mortgaging, the effects of which are still felt to this day (Coates 2014).  
Subjected to discriminatory laws from the 1870s until the mid-20th century, African 
Ame ican  a  no end o he epa a e-but-eq al  doc ine ha  defined he pe iod d ing 
which the play was written. Although Jim Crow laws were a feature of the South, 
discriminatory practices and methods of enforcing segregation in the North prevailed 
nonetheless, albeit in a way that was more subtle than their southern counterparts. From the 
a  of he en ie h cen , Chicago  Black e iden  e e mo l  con ained i hin ha  
was essentially a thin strip of land, often referred to b  hi e  a  he Black Bel  (Grossman 
1989, 123). The colo al and dden g o h of he a ea  Af ican Ame ican pop la ion a  
largely due to the large influx of migrants during the Great Migration. This was a mass 
migration from the rural South to the North and West that began during World War I and 
continued for six decades, fo ming a ignifican  ning poin  in Ame ican hi o  
(Wilkerson 2010, 9). This migration of nearly six million Black southerners was triggered by 
a number of factors. The most significant of these was the brutal and violent enforcement of 
the Jim Crow laws of the South. One of the most horrific methods of enforcement was the 
practice of lynching. Terror lynchings were at their peak between 1880 and 1940, a period 
during which thousands of African Americans were lynched (Equal Justice Initiative 2017). 
Under the threat of physical violence and death, many Black families fled the South in search 
of a life safe from he dange  and demo ali a ion of he o he n ca e em  (Wilkerson 
2010, 10).  
After WWI, many southerners also gravitated towards the north in search of greater 
employment opportunities. Prior to the war, the North held little interest in terms of work 
prospects as northern employers were disinclined to hire Black workers over European 
immigrants. After the war, northern industry was suddenly in need of workers and so began 
he No he n fe e  (Grossman 1989, 3). African Americans were driven to cities such as 
New York, Detroit, Chicago, Los Angeles and Philadelphia in search of humane treatment 
and better pay. Chicago, in particular, was a key destination due to its industries, for example 
meat-packing, which were well-known even in the Deep South. News publications also 
helped to fan the flames of prospective mig an  d eam . One of he e a  The Chicago 
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Defender, the mo  idel  ead ne pape  in he black So h , hich painted a picture of a 
lively city that could offer a fresh start within a vibrant and a e i e black comm ni  (4).  
The period of the Great Migration is often divided into two waves, which took place 
before and after the Great Depression of the thirties (Greers 1998, 223). The first wave saw 
the formation of geographically concentrated African American communities in Chicago, the 
largest of which was located on the South Side. There was a huge influx of new residents into 
this relatively small area. Be een 1910 and 1920, Chicago  Af ican Ame ican pop la ion 
increased from about 44,000 to just under 110,000, more than doubling in size (Grossman 
1989, 4). B  1920, he So h Side ho ed nea l  85% of he ci  Af ican Ame ican 
population (Hirsch 1998, 3). Although migration slowed as the Great Depression hit, a second 
wave took place from 1940 to 1960. Confined more or less within the same neighbourhoods 
as a result of de facto segregation and racial discrimination, areas such as the South Side 
experienced a serious housing crisis as migrants relocated to the city. The population growth 
resulted in these condensed areas becoming overpopulated, leading to devastating living 
conditions for many South Siders (4-5). 
The second wave of the Great Migration exacerbated the dire living conditions of the 
South Side. By the 1940s, areas like the South Side had grown oo mall, oo old, and oo 
decayed o ho  old e le  and ne come  alike  (Hi ch 1998, 4-5). In 1940, when 
Hansberry was ten years old, the neighbourhood continued to become increasingly 
overpopulated and dilapidated, with many homes lacking even basic amenities. In To Be 
Young Gifted and Black, Hansberry captures the atmosphere of the neighbourhood. Of the 
South Side she wrote, 
I think you could find the tempo of my people on their back porches. The honesty 
of their living is there in the shabbiness. Scrubbed porches that sag and look their 
danger. Dirty gray wood steps. And always a line of white and pink clothes 
scrubbed so well, waving in the dirty wind of the city.  
My people are poor. And they are tired. And they are determined to live.  
Our Southside is a place apart: each piece of our living is a protest.  
(Hansberry quoted in Nemiroff 1995, 45) 
Her description reveals in an intimate way the sense of neglect and dereliction that 
encapsulated the South Side and the inherited resolve of its residents to survive the gradually 
deteriorating conditions in which they were forced to live. It was precisely because of the 
worsening conditions that Black residents had no choice but to begin looking elsewhere. 
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After WWII, the strict bo de  of he So h Side ghe o  began o hif  and e pand 
o  of nece i  (G ee  2014, 223). I  a  al o d ing hi  ime ha  he So h Side Black 
Bel  a  an fo med b  ban de elopmen  plan  p  in o place b  he fede al go e nmen . 
Neighbourhoods were torn down and inhabitants were displaced and moved to public housing 
projects where they were met with equally squalid conditions. Vertical ghettos replaced 
fo me  neighbo hood  a  aci  a i de  and p ac ice  nece i a ed he c ea ion of an 
in i ional ghe o,  a ci  i hin a ci  o hich Black e iden  e e eloca ed (Hi ch 
1998, 15). As incomes also rose amongst some of its residents, more and more Black 
Chicagoans suddenly found themselves in a position where the staple of the American Dream 
 the home  seemed to be within in their reach. However, the structural racism present within 
Chicago  eal e a e ind ide p ead and i len  neighbo hood p o ec i e  
a ocia ion ,  and he coll ion of he ci  p blic agencie  (e peciall  he police)  
functioned alongside national programs to further cement the housing discrimination that had 
al ead  e e el  impac ed he ci  Black comm ni ie  (G ee  2014, 221). The p ac ice of 
redlining was one of the tools at the disposal of federal government used to ensure the 
exclusion of African Americans from the housing market. 
 Home mortgage redlining was a nationwide process that involved categorising Black 
neighbourhoods as high risk areas, allowing for banks and loan associations to deny residents 
of those areas mortgage insurance. If they did agree to offer mortgages, this was typically 
done at worse rates. Areas that were predominantly made up of Black communities were 
de al ed d e o he idel  held belief ha  the entry of even a single non-white resident into 
a neighbo hood nece a il  an la ed in o he decline of ho ing al e  (Greers 2014, 221-
222). This practice serves as an example of the consequences of institutionalised racism as it 
perpetuated the segregation, ghettoization and unequal status of African American citizens. 
These practices were mostly enforced by a new agency, the Federal Housing Association, that 
a  fo med o ca  o  Roo e el  Ne  Deal policie  and p og am , one of hich a  he 
mortgage insurance program. This program served as a means to protect banks, insurance 
companies, savings and loan associations, and to benefit private homeowners. Under the New 
Deal mortgage program, the value of properties was required to either be sustained or grow 
during the twenty-year period of the mortgage (209). Agencies such as the FHA were, at least 
in part, created for the specific purpose of Black economic and racial suppression. Unlike 
o he  Ne  Deal p og am , he FHA a  ca ef ll  and in en ionall  c af ed b  o he n 
cong e men commi ed o e aining he eg ega ioni  ineq ali ie  of he Jim C o n 
Ame ican So h  (206). I  o ked along ide he Home O ne  Loan Co po a ion, he HOLC, 
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to carry out mortgage risk assessments and draw redlining maps that would impact African 
American communities for decades.  
Redlining practices in Chicago had devastating, long-lasting effects on the economic 
development of many Black neighbourhoods in large areas of the city. The city serves as a 
key example of this practice, as it is the only city that underwent extensive redlining of which 
a definitive FHA redlining map still exists. The extent to which the FHA and HOLC carried 
o  edlining i  a o nding. In 1938, nea l  a hi d of he ci  a ea  e e edlined. A  he 
same time, the growing demand for housing resulted in increased pressure for many African 
Americans to relocate, especially those who could now afford to do so. However, because the 
areas in which they lived were redlined, and cash payments were not a possibility for many, 
he  co ldn  el  on anda d loan  to finance their new homes. The only option for many 
Black families was to use a form of funding which offered financing ha  a  a fo m of en  
o o n , kno n a  in almen  land con ac , or ILCS (Greers 2014, 223). In reality, these 
ILCs were simply another form of racialised housing discrimination and were used by land 
spectators to take advantage of Black communities who were left with no alternatives. In 
these types of contracts, the occupant was not the owner of the property, leaving them 
unprotected against the threat of seizure. Residents with ILCs were at risk of losing their 
home, and any accumulated payments or equity, simply if they missed or were late on 
monthly payments (224). ILCs were typically owned b  land pec la o  o  blind  
financed by white individuals and state-chartered savings and loan associations (224). It was 
then the state, as well as white individuals and businesses, that directly contributed to the 
financing of these highly exploitative practices.  
Another of these explicitly racist practices that was supported by the federal government 
was the use of restrictive covenants. In Chicago, the FHA condemned Black neighbourhoods 
by classifying them as high risk, both due to the housing conditions and the incl ion of 
aciall  bia ed elemen  in he nde i ing anda d  he agenc  de eloped  (G ee  2014, 
222). In doing so, they endorsed the propagation of racially restrictive covenants, clauses that 
further disenfranchised Black communities. Restrictive covenants were legal agreements 
added to deeds to prohibit the sale, lease or occupation of land by non-whites and were used 
nationwide. The use of restrictive covenants in property deeds was not made explicitly illegal 
until the 1968 Fair Housing Act. They served as yet another tool to exclude African 
Americans, and other minorities, from the home mortgage market, a cornerstone of the 
American Dream. In Chicago, hi e  looking o achie e he Ame ican dream could rely on a 
legitimate credit system backed by the government. Blacks were herded into the sights of 
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n c p lo  lende  ho ook hem fo  mone  and fo  po  (Coa e  2014). The  clea l  
were not allowed access to the same dream. These racist and manipulative financial 
arrangements and legal agreements led to crushing long-term effects in African American 
Chicagoan communities. These are effects which still last to this day, with discrepancies in 
li ing condi ion  and income o h ge ha  i  can be said that blacks and whites do not inhabit 
he ame ci  (Coates 2014).  
 
1.2 Biog a hical Con e : Han be  Poli ic , Femini m and Ac i i m 
 
In Raisin, Hansberry is able to paint such an intimate portrait of life in the South Side ghetto 
because she witnessed first-hand the effects of segregation and housing discrimination. Her 
family was directly impacted by the racially restrictive covenants that propagated Jim Crow 
practices also in the North. Han be  fa he , Ca l, a  a eal e a e en ep ene  kno n a  
he ki chene e king  (Pe  2018, 9). He made a li ing con e ing apa men  in o 
kitchenettes in an effort to provide homes for Black residents in the midst of the persistent 
housing shortage. When Hansberry turned seven, Carl was able to purchase a building, 
despite the fact that it was covered by a restrictive covenant. This, in turn, led to a legal 
di p e i h he Woodla n Home O ne  A ocia ion. A  he legal battle over the property 
ensued, the Hansberrys moved into the building and were threatened by white mobs. The 
h ea  of iolence a  o e e e ha  Han be  mo he  a  d i en o p o ec ing hei  home 
i h a Ge man L ge  pi ol  hile he  fa her was out of town (13). On one occasion, a 
membe  of he ho ling hi e mob  ho had al ead  hi , pa  and c ed a  he Han be  
siblings as they left to school, threw a dried piece of cement through the window, only 
na o l  mi ing Han be  head (13). Ultimately, the legal battle was taken to the 
Supreme Court and the Hansberry family was able to keep the property through the 
Hansberry v. Lee decision. Echoes of this harrowing childhood event are very much present 
in Raisin, which reveals the ways in which themes and events in the play are closely tied to 
Hansberry own experiences.  
In fac , Han be  life a  al o in ica el  linked i h he pe of o king-class 
Black family that she chose to portray in Raisin. Despite Ca l  ela i e en ep ene ial 
cce , he Han be  famil  e ided in he ame b ilding a  Ca l  enan . Al ho gh he  
came from a middle-cla  backg o nd, he  famil  a  h e ed in o he ghe o  on he 
South Side not unlike that of the Younger family (Perry 2018, 10). The majority of her peers 
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came from working-class backgrounds, and she was closely connected to both them and their 
circumstances (11). Describing the Black middle-cla  a  a pical  in an in e ie , he 
explains that she chose to portray a working-class family beca e he  a e mo e pe inen , 
more relevant, more significant, and most important, most decisive in our political history and 
o  poli ical f e  (Han be  1959). He  e plo a ion of he Black o king-class in her art 
is perhaps only a natural outcome of he  lef i  al e  hich blo omed in pi e of he  fa he  
staunch capitalism (Perry 2018, 11). The connection she had with her peers seems to have 
contributed to her inclination towards socialist beliefs. She was surrounded by prominent 
figures of the Black community from a young age, including Black intellectuals, activists and 
leaders. Many of these e e famil  f iend  o  a ocia e , incl ding e e al ell-known 
Black ociali  and membe  of he Comm ni  Pa  (21). G o ing p i h he e 
enco n e  in he h oe  of he mo  gen  Black poli ical deba e  of he da , Han be  
political and activist inclinations seemed almost inevitable (21). As she grew older, she 
became increasingly involved in leftist, socialist and communist movements, political 
campaigns and activism. During her days at the University of Wisconsin she was involved in 
leftist circles and was a member of the Young Progressives of America to support Henry 
Wallace  p e iden ial campaign of 1948. He  ociali  belief  and activities deepened when 
she moved to Harlem, New York, in 1951, the epicentre of Black art, political movements and 
activism. 
It was during her life in Harlem that Hansberry become more involved in activist 
activities, participating in protests and campaigns on behalf of various leftist causes. She was 
able to give voice to her burgeoning political and feminist views through her work at 
Freedom, a leftist newspaper that hired her in 1951 (Perry 2018, 47). Freedom attempted to 
fight against heteropatriarchal and racist views by ep e en ing he conj nc ion  be een 
Black freedom, Third World national liberation, working-cla  ggle, and omen  igh  
(Higashida 2011, 49). It was during her time there that she met other pivotal figures of both 
Black female and leftist leadership, including W.E.B. Du Bois, Shirley Graham Du Bois, 
Alice Childress and Pa l Robe on, he pape  p bli her (57). I  a  he blend of he eal h 
of Black female leade hip and alen  ha  helped gi e he p blica ion a di inc l  
p o ofemini  one (49). Al ho gh he e igned f om he pape  in 1954, he con in ed o be 
vocal about her feminist views. In 1957, she wrote a letter to Ladder, a magazine published 
by the Daughters of Bilitis, the first all-lesbian organisation in the U.S. In the letter she 
di c e  he a  in hich [ ]omen, like o he  opp e ed g o p  of one kind o  ano he , 
ha e pa ic la l  had o pa  a p ice fo he econd cla  a  impo ed on  (Han be  
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quoted in Perry 2018, 80). The letter is revealing of her engagement with twentieth-century 
feminist theory, in particular that of Simone de Beauvoir.   
Scholars such as Perry, Higashida and Chapman have all noted how deeply influenced 
Han be  a  b  Simone de Bea oi  The Second Sex. It played a big role in helping to 
olidif  he  femini  ie , ac ing a  a o  of heo e ical caffolding  f om hich Raisin 
was formed (Higashida 2011, 26). This can be seen in Han be s writing on de Bea oi  
influential work. True to her intellectual nature, Hansberry was critically engaged with the 
content of the work stating:  
The p oblem hen i  no  ha  oman ha  a ed oo fa  f om he  place  b  
that she not yet attained it  She has gained the teasing expectation of self-
fulfilment without the realization of it, because she is herself yet chained to an 
ailing social ideology which seeks to always deny her autonomy and more  to 
delude her into the belief that that which in fact imprisons her the more is 
somehow her fulfilment. (Hansberry quoted in Perry 2018, 86) 
Han be  no e  on The Second Sex reveal her own feminist beliefs and show an astute 
awareness of the position women occupy in a patriarchal society. Simone de Bea oi  o k 
al o helped o ppo  Han be  a a ene  of he d al opp e ion of Black omen, 
p o iding he  i h he in piration to build a feminism that did not exclude race but treated it 
a  a nece a  pa  of nde anding ace, and ace a  nece a  fo  nde anding gende  
(Perry 2018, 78). The ailing ocial ideolog  o hich Han be  efe  i  ha  Pa icia Hill 
Collins describes as he intersecting oppressions  of ace, gende , e ali  and cla  ha  i  
perpetuated by the dominant culture (2002, 8). It is precisely due to this intersection, whereby 
Black women experience a double oppression due to their race and gender, that Hill Collins 
argues for a need for U.S. Black Feminism. She posits that because Black women experience a 
very specific form of oppression, it is imperative to also form an approach to feminist thought 
that explicitly encompasses the intersectional nature of this oppression. Hill Collins asserts 
that this is approach aim  o empo e  Af ican-American women within the context of social 
inj ice  o long a  he em  of opp e ion emain in ac  (2002, 22).  
This approach also serves as a useful tool to analyse the female characters of 
Han be  pla , a  he  oo e pe ience he in e locking inj ice  of a racist and patriarchal 
society. To examine them using more overarching notions from mainstream feminist theory or 
African American criticism does not account for the way in which [ ]aci m i  a gende -
pecific phenomenon  (Hill Collin  2004, 7). Therefore, it is perhaps more pertinent to 
analyse the Younger women using this intersectional approach. In her book Feminist Theory: 
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From Margin to Center, cultural critic and feminist scholar bell hooks also discusses the 
importance of applying intersectionality to feminist thinking. She is highly critical of what she 
views as the short-sightedness of mainstream feminists, such as Betty Friedan, who based their 
hinking on he impac  of e i  di c imina ion on a elec  g o p of omen  (hook  2014, 
xiii). She stresses the importance of considering the interlocking nature of gender, race, and 
class  and hif ing o a d  a mode of hinking he e he e factors are not mutually exclusive 
( iii). Hook  empha i e  ha  he ecogni ion of aci m a  being f ndamen all  a femini  
i e  ill allo  fo  he e abli hmen  of a mo e incl i e femini  mo emen  (53). She p  
forth a key strategy of this movement, one that could serve as a mode of resistance against the 
poli ical em of impe iali , hi e p emaci , capi ali  pa ia ch  (16). Thi  a eg , 
e med Si e hood , o  poli ical olida i  among omen , enco age  omen o nlea n 
sexist and racist ideology in order to become better allies for one another (43). She describes 
this as a specific form of solidarity that is formed by overcoming hostility so that an 
underlying understanding can exist in spite of differences and disagreements (67). In Raisin, 
the three Younger women may have differing perspectives, dreams and beliefs, and yet 
together form the foundation of the family. They provide one another with the type of 
solidarity that hooks describes. I will examine the relationship they have with both one another 
and i h Wal e  Lee ing Hill Collin  concep  of in e ec ing opp e ion  and hook  
notion of Sisterhood in order to reveal the undercurrents of feminist thought present in the 
play.  
I will also use Tricia Ro e  heo  of (in e )pe onal j ice  o di c  he 
impo ance of Han be  choice o loca e he pla  i hin he dome ic phe e (2014, 33). 
Ro e a e  ha  (in e )pe onal j ice empha i e  he impac  of c al fo m  of 
inequality on interpe onal d namic infl enc[ing] he q ali  and ainabili  of poli ical 
ho gh  and ac ion  (33). She e  hi  heo  o e amine he a  in hich he in ima e i e of 
the home allows for an exploration of the deep, personal impact of structural racism. She 
argues that these types of spaces have long been neglected in terms of their political potential 
as they have been viewed in terms of domesticity and associated with women. (Inter)personal 
justice argues for the pivotal role played by the formation of close, in this case primarily 
female, in e pe onal bond  in p od cing o  ffoca ing ocial j ice mo emen  (33).  
It is these types of bonds that form the basis of the relationships between the female 
characters in Raisin, relationships that can be explored in depth precisely because of the 
setting in which they have been formed. Af e  e amining Han be  o n backg o nd i  i  
perhaps not so surprising that she chose to situate the play in such an intimate sphere. She 
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grew up experiencing first-hand the damaging effects of institutionalised, racist practices and 
the impact they can have on both a public and private level. Her years as an activist and artist 
in New York undeniably helped to instil in her a sense of the political urgency of the socialist, 
feminist, and black nationalist movements. In Raisin, Hansberry uses her craft to merge her 
experiences and views, thus creating the type of art that she felt mattered the most, art that is 
in epa able f om he poli ical. The Yo nge  home len  i elf particularly well to her craft. By 
focusing the play in the home, Hansberry is able to e plo e what was real about the human 
experience under captive conditions , aptly tying these experiences to the external factors of 





















Chapter Two: Literary Analysis 
 
In this chapter, I will examine how a feminist reading of the text is encouraged through the 
three key aspects that are highlighted by the female protagonists, Beneatha, Ruth and Mama: 
he pla  f nc ionali  a  a ejec ion of he Ame ican D eam; he impo ance of he dome ic 
sphere in which the play is located; and the subversion of racialised gender roles. These three 
a pec  empha i e he impo ance of he omen  in e ac ion with one another in forming the 
backbone of the family. When examined through a feminist lens, each one is suggestive of the 
inherent radicalism present in the play and demonstrates how Hansberry uses her play to 
reject and challenge racist and patriarchal values.  
 
2.1 Rejection of the American Dream  
 
After its Broadway debut in 1959, A Raisin in the Sun was initially both critiqued and 
celebrated for one of its most prevalent themes: the American Dream. It was positively 
received by many who viewed it as a play that highlighted the universality of the pursuit of 
this dream. They claimed that it showed how it was available to all, irrespective of any forms 
of oppression that existed at the time. On the other hand, it was denounced by various Black 
and libe al c i ic  a  being i en fo  hi e  (Gene ie e Fab e q o ed in Ca e  1991, 21) 
due to its portrayal of a o  of aci m defea ed h o gh homeo ne hip and acial 
in eg a ion  (Rose 2014, 29). This interpretation has been viewed by many as a gross 
misin e p e a ion of he pla  and Han be  ocio-political message, as it ignores the racist 
and patriarchal values that are intrinsic to the American Dream (Carter 1991, 20). This is 
precisely what Hansberry demonstrates in the play through the three Younger women, whose 
access to this dream is distinctly shaped by both their gender and race. The audience is denied 
the comfort of a straightforward resolution or a happy ending. Instead, the fate of the Younger 
women and their dreams is left as a lingering question. Thus, Hansberry highlights the ways 
in hich Black omen  acce  o he ppo ed Ame ican D eam a  limi ed b  he d al 
nature of their oppression. 
 Mama and Ruth, for example, share the dream of home ownership. Mama discusses 
all he d eam  (Han be  1994, 45) he had of b ing a ho e ha  he co ld fi  p, one 
he e he co ld make he elf a ga den like I ed o ee ome ime  a  he back of he ho e  
do n home  (53). Mama  d eam of b ing a home i  oo ed in her desire to nurture her 
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children, as she has dedicated her life to trying to provide the life for them that she never had. 
Although she and her husband, Big Walter, were unable to buy a home of their own while he 
was still alive, she highlights how m ch he  i hed hei  child en co ld ha e ome hing  
be ome hing  (45). Thi  i h i  pe hap  be  encap la ed in a q o e of Big Wal e  ha  i  
repeated by Mama: Seem like God didn  ee fi  o gi e he black man no hing b  d eam   
but He did give  child en o make hem d eam  eem o h hile  (46). Thi  q o e e eal  
the ways in which racial oppression has prevented the people of Big Wal e  and Mama  
generation from fulfilling their dreams. However, it also hints at the hope that their children 
may be granted their own dreams.  
Han be  accen a e  Mama  d eam h o gh he i al image of he  po ed plan  
ha  he keep  b  he ki chen indo  ill. The feeble little plant growing doggedly in a small 
pot  f nc ion  a  a mbol fo  bo h he  d eams and the love for her children (Hansberry 1994, 
39, italics in original). She compa e  Benea ha and Wal e  o he li le old plan  ha  ain  
never had enough sunshine or nothing  and look a  i  (52). The efo e he plan  al o 
functions as a symbol for how she has ensured the survival of her family through love and 
nurture despite the economic hardships she has faced. Mama points out how the plant is the 
closest she got to having a garden (53), thereby implying that for her it is a representation of 
these dreams. The desire to grow a garden stands in as a desire to permanently put down roots 
somewhere, functioning as the ultimate symbol of home.  
Mama is eventually able to realise the dream of finding this home and buys a house 
with the insurance money. However, the prospect of their new home is clouded by uncertainty 
and threat. This threat is grounded in the hostility faced by African Americans who moved to 
all-white neighbourhoods, which presented itself in various forms of discrimination, 
harassment and even physical harm (Coates 2014). The implication of danger is highlighted 
in Raisin hen he Yo nge  neighbo  M . John on d op  b  af e  Mama ha  p cha ed 
he ho e. M . John on d a  a en ion o he ecen  ne  o ie  ha  ell of colo ed people 
ha  a  bombed o  hei  place  (Han be  1994, 100). She make  an effo  o empha i e 
the violence experienced by Black families in those neighbourhoods by comparing Chicago to 
he So h, claiming, Lo d, ge ing o o  hink o  igh  do n in Mi i ippi!  (100). She 
e en pec la e  abo  an pcoming headline in he ne , NEGROES INVADE 
CLYBOURNE PARK  BOMBED!  (102). Al ho gh he  in en ion  a e no  nece a il  
gen ine, a  i  indica ed b  Han be  age no e  ha  e eal he  one con ain  a 
tremendous and rather insincere sense of melodrama  (100, italics in original), she 
nevertheless functions as a means to make the audience aware of the dangers that may await 
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he Yo nge  famil  in hei  home. Al ho gh Mama  d eam of home o ne hip i , in a sense, 
shown to be achievable, it is nevertheless tainted by this threat of violence. The sense of the 
nce ain  ha  accompanie  hi  d eam, e e  a  a eminde  of ho  f eedom d eaming fo  
Black people i  f a gh  i h i k  (Ro e 2014, 30).  
Benea ha s dream is also impacted by a similar sense of uncertainty that results from 
the ambiguous ending of the play. She is determined to go to medical school so that she can 
become a doc o . Ho e e , Han be  demon a e  ha  Benea ha  acce  o hi  d eam is 
unstable and subject to the socio-economic realities that are dictated by her class, gender and 
ace. I  appea  o be la gel  d e o he  fa he  life in ance mone  ha  he d eam of 
becoming a doctor is even possible for Beneatha. When Mama decides to give Walter the 
remaining sum of the insurance check, after she has put a down payment on their new home, 
he pecificall  a k  ha  he e  p a a ing  acco n  fo  Benea ha  medical chooling  
(Hansberry 1994, 107). This money is, however, ultimately lost as Walter uses the money on 
an investment deal that turns sour. As a result, Beneatha grieves over her future and the 
dreams that we e o n a a  f om he , decla ing, hile I a  leeping in ha  bed in he e, 
people went out and took the future right out of my hands! And nobody asked me, nobody 
consulted me  he  j  en  o  and changed m  life!  (134). Thi  nde pin  ho  he  
dreams rested upon the insurance money, and emphasises the precarious position of her 
dreams, as without it she is no longer able to access them. This precariousness is highlighted 
even further by the fact that Beneatha does not feel as though she is fully in charge of her own 
dreams. By repeating that she was not asked or consulted, she points to the fact that others are 
able o decide he he  o  no  he can accompli h he  d eam . A agai, one of Benea ha  
i o  i h hom he die , cap e  hi  in hi  q e ion, i n  he e ome hing ong in a 
house  in a world  where all dreams, good or bad, must depend on the death of a man?  
(135).  
No  onl  i  he fa e of he Yo nge  famil  f e a  Cl bo ne Pa k lef  n e ol ed, 
b  al o ha  of Benea ha  f e. She con ide  accep ing A agai  ma iage p opo al and hi  
invitation to move to Nigeria with him so that she could become a doctor there instead 
(Hansberry 1994, 149-150). Benea ha  chance  of becoming a doc o , therefore, are 
presented as being much higher if she marries and moves to Nigeria. This is in part due to 
A agai  ocial po i ion, a  he i  p e en ed a  ha ing greater opportunities in life due to his 
class. He is, for example, able to study and live abroad and has enough funds to visit his sister 
in Canada, therefore indicating that he is more affluent than the Youngers. In making his 
offer, Asagai suggests ha  he ob acle  ha  ha e impeded Benea ha  d eam, no  onl  ho e 
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of race and gender but also class, will be removed if she leaves America for Nigeria. The 
implication that Beneatha can only fully realise her version of the American Dream by 
leaving the U.S., challenges the notion of the American Dream at its very core. It also 
highlights the racist and patriarchal structures that are inherent to this dream and the way in 
which the American Dream plays a f ndamen all  e cl iona  ole in con aining Black 
mobility, freedom, and self-de e mina ion  (Ro e 2014, 29).  
The way in which Black women were excluded from the dream is also exemplified 
through Ruth. The dream of home ownership is shared by her, who perhaps desires it even 
more desperately than Mama. Despite demonstrating an awareness of the dangers that may lie 
in wait in Clybourne Park, Ruth appears to be so desperate to leave their cramped home that 
he i  illing o ake he i k. Mama  anno ncemen  ha  he ha  bo gh  a ho e d a  o  
R h  most prominent display of emotion in the entire play. She is barely able to contain 
herself as she practically explodes from joy: 
RUTH (Struck senseless with the news, in its various degrees of goodness and 
trouble, she sits a moment, her fists propping her chin in thought, and then 
she starts to rise, bringing her fists down with vigor, the radiance 
spreading from cheek to cheek again) Well  well!  All I can say is  if 
this is my time in life  MY TIME  to say good-bye (And she builds with 
momentum as she starts to circle the room with an exuberant, almost 
tearfully happy release)  to these goddamned cracking walls!  (She 
pounds the walls)  and these marching roaches!  (She wipes at an 
imaginary army of marching roaches)  and this cramped little closet 
hich ain  no  o  ne e  a  no ki chen!... hen I a  i  lo d and good, 
HALLELUJAH! AND GOOD-BYE MISERY I DON T NEVER 
WANT TO SEE YOUR UGLY FACE AGAIN! (She laughs joyously, 
having practically destroyed the apartment, and flings her arms up and lets 
them come down happily, slowly, reflectively, over her abdomen, aware for 
the first time perhaps that the life therein pulses with happiness and not 
despair). (Hansberry 1994, 94 italics in original) 
 
Her elation at the news demonstrates how deep her desire for this dream runs, so much so that 
she is willing to face whatever risks may lie ahead. Her actions are also suggestive of the 
external factors that have perhaps shaped her dreams. The excerpt above reveals how she is 
only able to feel happy about her pregnancy when she is able to conceive of a different life for 
her unborn child. Her desire to be able to live in a home of her own, not only for herself, but 
for the good of her children, demonstrates how her dreams are rooted in her awareness of the 
eali  of hei  i a ion. He  d eam con a  ha pl  i h Wal e  ambi ion  o o n a liq o  
o e and become a b ine man. He fan a i e  abo  a life he e he p ll[ ] he ca  p on he 
d i e a  and he ga dene  ill be clipping a a  a  he hedge  and he ll a , Good 
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e ening, M . Yo nge  (Hansberry 1994, 109). He imagine  a f e he e hi  on  
ed ca ion i  ec ed, he e he can n o him and a , J  ell me, ha  i  i  o  an  o be 
 and o ll be i Yo  j  name i , on and I ll hand o  he o ld!  (109, i alic  in 
original). Although it is evident that both Ruth and Walter only want the best for their 
children, the juxtaposition of her realism and his fantasies underscores the different social 
positions they occupy due to their gender. Al ho gh Wal e  d eam  a e impeded b  
c al aci m, R h e pe ience  a do ble fo m of opp e ion a  a Black oman. Wal e  
dreams are indicative of the fact that his gender grants him the possibility to even dream of 
o ning a b ine  he ea  R h  em f om he need o i e f om da  o da . Confined 
to the domestic sphere due to her gender, her dreams extend only so far as her social space 
allows.  
 
2.2. Significance of the site of the play: The domestic sphere  
 
The ambig o  ending of he pla  f nc ion  a  a deep c i iq e of he Ame ican D eam  in 
pa ic la , he pi o al ole of aciali ed dome ici  ha  lie  a  i  hea  (Ro e 2014, 29). This 
signifies the importance of the site of the play as it is set entirely in the domestic sphere, the 
Younger  home, a space that has often been associated with women. This is emphasised 
through Mama and Ruth, for example, both of whom are socially and physically situated 
within the domestic sphere, in and outside of the home. They are both employed in domestic 
work and are often depicted as engaging in domestic tasks such as ironing (Hansberry 1994, 
35-45, 76-77) household cleaning (54), and grocery shopping (97-98). By choosing to locate 
the play within a space that has often been associated with femaleness, Hansberry is able to 
b e  in e ec ing p econcep ion . Beca e i  i  e  in he Black dome ic phe e  (Rose 
2014, 30), Hansberry is able to explore the deeply personal impact of structural racism and 
e i m o e eal he adical poli ical po en ial of pace and pe onali ie  of en con ide ed 
complian  and complici  (42). Dome ic pace  e e of en ende ed in i ible beca e of 
their supposed inherent femaleness, and therefore the political potential of both the spaces and 
the women that inhabited them were largely neglected (33). In Raisin, Hansberry takes this 
space and subverts it by making it highly visible. She reveals how it is the women who form 
the backbone of the family, and it is through their interactions and relationships to one 
another that their individual strengths are revealed. The eak, female, and le  poli icall  
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impo an  site of the play, then, is destabilised as Hansberry uses it to display the political 
potential and strength of the three women (39).  
 D e o he  po i ion a  he head of he famil , Mama  eng h i  pe hap  he mo  
visible of the three women. She plays a significant role in shaping the paths of the members 
of her family, as she strives to pass down her al e . Al ho gh Mama  adi ional ie  ma  
at times conflict with those of the other characters, for example those of her daughter, she is 
still held in a position of respect. It is particularly through her emphasis on the importance of 
love and dignit  ha  he g ide  he  famil , demon a ing ho  he e i i e and e o a i e 
po e  of Black lo e  can an fo m in o a poli ical ac  in itself (Rose 2014, 43). In doing 
so, Mama takes charge of the space and uses it to undermine racist and sexist values.  
T o of Mama  ke  al e  a e highligh ed at the climax of the last act. This crucial 
moment takes place after Walter has lost the life insurance money and has arranged to meet 
with Lindner to accept the money from the Clybourne Park Improvement Association in 
exchange for not moving into their new home. While his family is horrified and angered that 
he would accept their money, Walte  claim  he ill feel fine  de pi e he oll hi  ac  ill 
inevitably have on his sense of self (Hansberry 1994, 144). His actions, on the other hand, tell 
ano he  o . Wal e  in i ence ha  he ill feel fine e en all  e cala e  a  he ge  do n on 
his knees [g]ro eling and grinning and ringing his hands  in an imitation of the racist and 
degrading minstrel character, Jim Crow (144, italics in original). This character was 
constructed and popularised by white entertainer Thomas Rice in the 1830s through his 
blackface minstrel shows. Rice  Jim C o  pe ona created and perpetuated racist stereotypes 
of he pid, childlike, chee f l  Black labourer or servant (Kendi 2016, 170), an image that 
continued to be used in the entertainment industry even a hundred years after its construction. 
By the 1950s this character would have been familiar to both the Youngers, and the audience, 
a  i  indica ed b  Han be  age di ec ion  ha  de c ibe Wal e  anguished imitation of 
the slow-witted movie stereotype  (Han be  1994, 144, i alic  in o iginal). As Walter takes 
on he ole of hi  cha ac e , he Yo nge  omen look on in frozen horror  as they witness 
the total deterioration of his sense of self-worth (144, italics in original).  
Wal e  ac ion  e emplify how he has internalised the racist ideology of the society 
that surrounds him and reveal the effects of structural racism on the individual. Hansberry 
connects the external, public forces to the personal by revealing their harmful impact within a 
p i a e pace, he home. Significan l , i  i  h o gh Mama  eng h ha  he i  able o 
challenge these structures. When Beneatha emind  Mama ha  he a  a gh  o de pi e an  
man  ho o ld ge  do n on hei  knee  (Han be  1994, 145). Mama ag ee  i h 
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Benea ha, a ing, Ye   I a gh  o  ha B  I ho gh  I a gh  o  ome hing el e oo I 
ho gh  I a gh  o  o lo e him  (145). It is through lessons like these, about the importance 
of self-love and self-respect, that Mama turns their home in o a c cial loc  fo  he 
development and nurturance of political possibility  (Ro e 2014, 32).  
This is a key element of Tricia Rose  concep  of he poli ic  of ha  he call  
(in e )pe onal j ice  (2014, 31). She explains how the politics of (inter)personal justice 
highligh  he pi o al ole of in ima e ela ion hip  and comm ni  fo ma ion  in p od cing 
or suffocating social j ice mo emen  o  o he  fo m  of adical e i ance  (33). Building on 
the crucial connection between personal relationships and political movements, she posits that 
examining Black domestic spaces can reveal he impac  of c al fo m  of ineq ali y on 
in e pe onal d namic  and the consequences this may have on the struggle against 
oppression (33). Mama not only demonstrates her strength through her love and pride, but 
serves as a signifier for the generations who participated in this struggle. She reminds her 
famil  of he fi e gene a ion  of people ho a  la e  and ha ec oppe  f om hom he 
is descended (Hansberry 1994, 143). She laments over the values that have changed over 
ime, claiming ha  [o]nce pon a ime f eedom ed o be life  no  i  mone . I g e  he 
o ld eall  do change  (74). She ell  Wal e  abo  he  o n pa , e ealing ho  [i]n m  
time we was worried about not being lynched and getting to the North if we could and how to 
stay alive and still have a pinch of dignity oo  (75). The e eminde , poken i hin he 
intimacy of the home, draw in the socio-political realities of the world outside and thus reveal 
the way in which politics are inherent to the domestic sphere rather than separate from it. 
 It is also through the character of Beneatha that the political realm is brought into the 
domestic sphere. As a character who is passionate about social justice, she loudly voices her 
perspectives on critical issues of the time such as feminist thought, Black nationalism, and 
Black pride. Some of these perspectives are particularly interesting because they highlight 
ho  a pec  of Han be  o n poli ic  e e befo e hei  ime, such as Benea ha  ib an  
celebration of Black pride. Beneatha searches for her identity by discovering more about her 
heritage (Hansberry 1994, 62), chooses to wear her hair naturally (80), and celebrates her 
African roots by dressing in traditional Nigerian robes (61, 76-81). These are all reminiscent 
of he Black i  bea if l  mo emen  ha  ged in the sixties and seventies across the global 
African diaspora, particularly amongst women. This movement served as a vital tool for self-
definition for Black women. It encouraged racial pride and what Tanisha C. Ford calls the 
e-aesthetisation of blackne  (2015, 7), o , edefining blackne  b  e adica ing nega i e 
e eo pe  linked o black bodie  (6) and eplacing he e i h ne  bod  na a i e  (7). 
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Fashion and beauty became politically charged, and black women in particular were able to 
redefine he e bod  na a i e  b  adop ing ha  a  kno n a  o l le  (1). So l le 
incl ded ea ing Af ican-in pi ed clo hing la ge hoop ea ing  and po ing Af o  and 
co n o  b aid  (4). Benea ha  hai  and clo hing a e eflec i e of hi  o l le, even before 
its time. She embodies the idea behind this movement in her declaration of self-pride, boldly 
using her style choices as a means to redefine her body narrative. It is through this declaration 
that Hansberry challenges racist and patriarchal values, as Beneatha expresses her self-worth 
in a world that is structured to oppress her due to her gender and race. By reframing a 
political act within a domestic setting, Hansberry creates a direct link between the crucial 
socio-political issues often relegated to the public sphere and the more intimate sphere of the 
home. This invites o  a en ion o a m l iplici  of opp e ion  that exist both in the public 
and intimate spheres (Rose 2014, 48).  
 Out of the three female protagonists, Ruth is perhaps the most deeply rooted within 
the intimate, domestic sphere. She is often occupied with household tasks such as cooking 
(Hansberry 1994, 26-27), ironing (35-45, 76-77), and packing before their move (110). Her 
role as a mother often transcends the relationship she has with her son, taking on an additional 
role as the caregiver for the whole family. This is demonstrated through both her physical 
actions and the emotional support she lends to the other characters. She is the first to rise in 
the morning and takes responsibility for ensuring that daily routines are followed, waking, 
feeding and sending off both Travis and Walter. Her extended caregiving towards Walter, for 
example, is often manifested physically through food, even to the extent that he complains 
[ ]h  o  al a  ing o gi e me ome hing o ea ?  (88). She lend  he  ppo  o he 
other women, listening to their worries and concerns, and often is placed in the position 
be een hei  conflic ing pe pec i e . Mama and Benea ha  di ag eement about religion is, 
in fac , media ed b  R h. When Benea ha in i  ha  he i  j  i ed of hea ing abo  God 
all he ime  (50) and God i  j  one idea I don  accep  (51) de pi e Mama  a ning , 
Mama eventually loses her patience and slaps her face. She demands that Beneatha repeat the 
ph a e [i]n m  mo he  ho e he e i  ill God  (51). R h help  o moo h o e  he 
conflic , elling Benea ha, Wha  o  did a  childi h  o o  go  ea ed like a child  (52). 
It is important to note tha  he a  hi  o he  kindl , gen l , i h profo nd nders anding  
as she uses her compassion and understanding to try to resolve the issue (52, italics in 
original). Af e  Benea ha ha  lef  fo  cla , R h ell  Mama ha  Benea ha aid he a  
o  de pi e hi  being n e (52). She li en  o Mama  fea  abo  he f e of he  
children and attempts to soothe her concerns, elling he , [n]o o  aking i  all oo 
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seriously. You just got strong-willed children and it takes a strong woman like you to keep 
em in hand  (52). In doing o, R h i  placed in a po i ion he e he na iga e  be een he 
conflicting perspectives of the women and attempts to resolve their tensions. The fact that she 
is able to so with honesty, without taking sides and by offering comfort indicates that she is 
capable of providing this support without giving up her own agency.  
If these three women together form the backbone of the Younger family, Ruth acts as 
the glue that holds this backbone together by securing the bond between the women. This is 
he pe of bond ha  i  fo med on he ba i  of ha ed eng h  and e o ce  a he  han 
on he ba i  of ha ed ic imi a ion  (hooks 2014, 46). The bond shared by the Younger 
women is the kind that bell hooks describes as the e ence of Si e hood  (46) o  he 
e p e ion of poli ical olida i  be een omen (44). In lending one ano he  ppo , 
despite their generational and religious differences, Ruth and the other woman form a 
Si e hood and fo e  a comm ni [ ] of e i ance  (hook  2015, 122). Acco ding o hook , 
he e pe  of comm ni ie  a e c ea ed b  Black omen and e e a  pace  he e black 
people co ld e ain o  en e of holene  and in eg i  (121). The  eme ge f om a emp  
to achieve social change as a community and help to deepen the bond between women as they 
g o  clo e  in ggle  (122). The Yo nge  omen help o fo m a comm ni  of e i ance 
by collectively using their shared home as a space where conflict can erupt and perspectives 
can clash. Yet, simultaneously it is also one where dreams can be shared, tensions resolved, 
and respect and love are nurtured and sustained. Together they cultivate a secure space that 
encourages the sense of wholeness and integrity that hooks describes. Because their home 
exists as a site where disagreements can transform into interaction, Hansberry a ic la e  a 
politics of (inter)personal justice that reframes the family  he Black famil , in part by 
hinting at the political potential of the domestic sphere (Rose 2014, 33). In Raisin, the 
domestic sphere serves as a space where women foster an environment that allows for both 
respect and conflict to occur. As Rose argues, it is in these types of intimate and private 
spaces that political consciousness can be allowed to develop (33). Therefore, Hansberry 
subverts this space and reclaims the domestic sphere as a site of political, and (inter)personal, 
potential. 
2.3 S b e ion of aciali ed e eo e , gende  ole  and con olling image  
 
In Raisin, Hansberry also uses the individual strengths of the female protagonists to subvert 
the racialised gender roles and stereotypical images that have often been attributed to Black 
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women as a means of asserting power. Those in positions of power frequently utilize negative 
e eo pe  and con olling image  in o de  o pe pe a e he dominance of ho e he  i h 
to oppress (Hill Collins 2002, 69). When certain gender roles are ascribed to African 
Ame ican omen, he e ole  a e ine i abl  aciali ed d e o he niq e matrix of 
domina ion cha ac e i ed b  in e ec ing opp e ion  (23). The e eo pe  ha  a e 
constructed stem from this intersection located at the crux of their oppression, and serve a 
highly specific purpose: that of justification and legitimisation. Constructing damaging 
images of African American women helps to normalise structural racism and sexism by 
providing a justification for the racial, sexual and economic exploitation of them. It 
encourages a binary mode of thinking where people are placed into categories based on 
oppo i ional diffe ence , he e he inhe en  diffe ence between two groups is defined 
according to this opposition (Hill Collins 2002, 70). The objectification of those who are 
Othered by the dominant group is often the result of binary thinking and presents itself 
through the use of harmful stereotype. Hansberry actively challenges stereotypes of racialised 
gender roles through the attitudes and actions of the Beneatha, Ruth and Mama.  
Due to her outspoken nature and opinions, which were arguably ahead of their time, 
Han be  depic ion of the character of Beneatha is perhaps Han be  clearest challenge 
to racialised gender roles. Beneatha refuses to adhere to the societal expectations of women in 
the 1950s, choosing instead to prioritise her education over marriage. Her opinions are clear 
f om he beginning of he pla  a  he a e  f ankl , Li en, I m going o be a doc o . I m no  
o ied abo  ho I m going o ma  e if I e e  ge  ma ied  (Han be  1994, 50). Thi  
is a goal that remains unchanged by the end of the play, when she contemplates moving to 
Africa to pursue her dream there instead. The suggestion that the character of Beneatha may 
be based on Hansberry herself further indicates how the character may have been shaped to 
resist gendered expectations. Benea ha  in e e  in Af ican Ame ican and acial poli ic  
eflec  Han be  o n poli ical belief . In a 1959 in e ie  i h S d  Te kel, Han be  
responds to his question over whether there was an autobiographical element in the 
con c ion of Benea ha. She claim  ha  i  an e p e ion of concei , eall , beca e he 
truth of the matter is that I enjoyed making fun of this girl, who is myself eight years 
ago beca e I ha e ha  kind of confidence abo  ha  he ep e en  (Han be  1959). 
Hansberry draws a direct link between her own views and those of Beneatha. Her use of the 
ph a e an e p e ion of concei  indica e  ha  Han be  ed he elf a  in pi a ion fo  he 
cha ac e . Ho e e , he al o highligh  ho  ome of Benea ha  opinion  ma  eq i e ome 
maturity and experience, by claiming that she used the character to make fun of the person 
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he a  eigh  ea  ago. Han be  goe  on f he  o a  ha  Benea ha doe n  ha e a o d 
in he pla  ha  I don  ag ee i h ill oda , he efo e eng hening he idea ha  Benea ha  
opinion  a e oo ed in ho e of Han be  own (Hansberry 1959).  
Benea ha  deci ion  and a emen  a e con a ed i h he e pec a ion  of he ime, 
which are voiced through other characters. Walter, for example, reveals his opinion of her 
decision to become a doctor rather than marry. He refers o he  d eam  a  ill  idea  he 
ho ld id he elf of o ha  he can ma  a man i h ome loo  in ead (Han be  1994, 
150). He highligh  he a i  of ch d eam  fo  a oman, a ing, Ain  man  gi l  ho 
decide o be a doc o  (36), and gge  ha  he go be a n e like o he  omen  or just 
ge  ma ied and be q ie  (38). B  limi ing Benea ha  op ion  o n e o  ife, Wal e  
exposes his opinion of the type of position he believes women can, and should, occupy. In 
elling he  o be q ie , he gge  he  d eam  ho ld be ilenced and ac ificed in p i  of 
what he views as more appropriate vocations for a woman. However, Walter is not the only 
one ho q e ion  Benea ha  a i de o a d  ma iage. E en Mama and R h di pla  hei  
disbelief a  Benea ha  decla a ion of if I e e  ge  ma ied , e ponding onl  i h a hocked 
If!  (50, italics in original).  
Geo ge M chi on, an affl en  i o  of Benea ha  and he  fello  den , i  pe hap  
the most crude in his delivery of societal expectations. After an evening out, George attempts 
to get physically intimate with Beneatha, who is more interested in talking. He eventually 
becomes frustrated with her insistence on pursuing a conversation, which is indicated through 
both the stage direction and his speech. He e a pe a edl  ell  he , Yo e a nice-looking 
gi l all o e . Tha  all o  need, hone , fo ge  he a mo phe e. G  a en  going o go fo  
the atmosphere he e going o go fo  ha  he  ee. Be glad fo  ha  (Hansberry 1994, 96). 
Geo ge  a emen  i  indica i e of he pe  of ole  omen e e e pec ed o occ p , one  
he e he  a e bjec ed o conde cen ion and objec ifica ion. Beca e domina ion al a  
in ol e  a emp  o objec if  he bo dina e g o p , hi  objec ifica ion is a necessary tool 
of dominant patriarchy (Hill Collins 2002, 71). By reducing Beneatha to her appearance, 
George gives voice to the patriarchal power structures that divest women of their intellectual, 
and poli ical, o h. In Benea ha  ca e, he  appearance is both gendered and racialised as a 
result of the intersecting oppressions that she experiences as a Black woman.  
This intersected objectification is given voice, not through George, but through 
Walter, who comments on the physical appearance of both his wife and sister. His statements 
are gendered and racialised, exemplifying white supremacist depictions of Black women that 
serve to perpetuate oppression. In an exchange with Ruth, Walter highlights both her race and 
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gender when he discusses the way she looks. He is able to carry out his objectification of her 
because pa  of he objec ifica ion of all omen lie  in e al a ing ho  he  look  (Hill 
Collins 2002, 89). He wonders at how young she looks while making his eggs only to then 
claim, [i]  gone no   o  look like o elf again!  hen he i  indiffe en  o hi  
comments (Hansberry 1994, 27). This, on its own, could be interpreted as an attempt at a 
joke, a h mo o  mo ning i al be een h band and ife. Ho e e , Wal e  commen  
become a part of a process of objectification rooted in racial and sexual oppression when he 
follo  he commen  b  a ing, Fi  hing a man o gh  o lea n in life i  no  o make lo e o 
no colored woman first thing in the morning. You all some eeeevil people a  eigh  o clock in 
he mo ning.  (27). B  efe ing o he  a  o  all , he place  he  in a bina  ca ego  epa a e 
from himself, emphasising their oppositional difference. His direct reference to Ruth as a 
colo ed oman  loca e  he  gende  and ace ithin his evaluation of her appearance.  
This is further underlined in Wal e  interaction with Beneatha, who is also 
objectified by him through a similar strategy. Af e  anno ncing ha  he i  a ho ible-looking 
chick a  hi  ho , he once again employs a binary mode of thinking by claiming that both 
R h and Benea ha belong o he o ld  mo  back a d ace of people  (Hansberry 1994, 
38). Thi  he o ic i  epea ed b  Wal e  a  he claim  o belong o a g o p of men ied o a 
race of women with small mind  (35). He e  p a clea  dicho om , claiming ha  he, like 
o he  Black men, i  all ied p in a ace of people ha  don  kno  ho  o do no hing b  
moan, p a  and ha e babie  (87). B  ca ego i ing R h and Benea ha a  a ace epa a e f om 
himself, Walter places them in a position where he feels authorised to objectify, and therefore 
attempt to subjugate, hem. I  i  h o gh Wal e  peech ha  he aci  and pa ia chal al e  
of the dominant power structures seep through, values that he appears to have internalised. 
Bell hooks discusses the challenges of growing up in a white supremacist society, surrounded 
by ho e ho a e e e he e e e  da  of o  li e  ging  o ha e blackne  and 
o el e  (2015, 59). Wal e  commen  e eal hi  in e nali a ion in ha  he  echo he 
narratives found in the controlling images constructed by the dominant group. 
These encounters between Beneatha, Ruth and Walter exemplify the way in which 
African American women must come face-to-face i h he dominan  ideolog  h o gh a 
ange of nq e ioned dail  e pe ience  (Hill Collin  2002, 89). The foc  on hei  
appearance serves as an example of how these images serve to degrade Black women as they 
m  enco n e  p e ailing anda d  of bea ed b  Whi e men, Whi e omen, Black 
men  (90), pecificall  ho e ha  ela e o kin colo , facial fea e , and hai  e e  (89). 
Han be  b e  he e anda d  and he con olling image  dic a ed b  hi  ideolog , a  
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both Benea ha and R h e i  Wal e  objec ifica ion of hem. Benea ha  deci ion o c  he  
hair and wear it naturally symbolises her resistance against what Hill Collins refers to as the 
binary thinking that underpins intersecting oppressions  he e bl e-eyed, blond, thin White 
women could not be considered beautiful without the Other  Black omen i h da k kin, 
b oad no e , f ll lip , and kink  hai  (89). According to some scholars, the way in which 
Black women choose to style their hair has long been a political one, as it is one of the first 
a  in hich black omen  iden i  i  impac ed b  Whi e p emaci  al e  (hook  2014, 
62; Ford 2015, 16-17). Hook  q e ion [h]ow is it that little black girls learn (even before 
we know anything about racism) ha  o  hai  i  a p oblem?  reveals how these values are 
embedded already from a young age (2015, 63). She claims that natural hairstyles can 
f nc ion a  an e p e ion of elf-worth and self-ca e in a ocie  ha  doe  no  affi m o  
bea  (64-65). Han be  e  Benea ha  hai  o demon a e ho  e p e ion  of elf-
worth, self-love and pride can be vital in resisting the racist and sexist notions of beauty that 
e i  a  a mean  o f he  deh mani e Black omen. Benea ha  ac  of e i ance appea  
even more radical given the period of time during which the play was written. Although some 
Black omen had o n hei  hai  na all  fo  decade , i  a n  n il he Black i  Bea if l  
movement of the sixties and seventies that natural hairstyles, such as the afro, were largely 
popularised. In including this key act, Hansberry is able to utilise what would later become a 
popular, visual act of resistance before its time. This not only highlights the boldness of 
Benea ha  ac ion  b  al o i  gge i e of Han be  o n boldness and political views.  
Through Beneatha, Hansberry visually challenges the racialised and sexist images that 
Walter gives voice to in his objectifications. Like her, Ruth also attempts to resist 
objectification. She does so using both her frankness and dry humour as tools to disengage 
from his discourse. She initially responds to his evaluations of her appearance with 
indiffe ence, b  become  mo e di ec  in he a emen , [m]an, if o  don  h  p and lea e 
me alone  (Han be  1994, 27). He  di ec ne  demon a e  he  ef al o allo  Wal e  
perpetuation of white patriarchal values to permeate her psyche, to a certain extent.  
I  i  al o indica i e of he  p ac ical app oach o life. Th o gho  he pla , R h  
behaviour reveals an insistence on the pragmatic rather than on the idealistic. This focus on 
he eali ic a pec  of he Yo nge  dail  life i  ano he  a  in hich Han be  b e  
aciali ed gende  ole . R h  p ac ical eali m con a  i h Wal e  emotional idealism, 
revealing another binary often constructed to place men and women in opposition to one 
another. This is one in which dichotomies are constructed based on sex and the traits with 
hich he  a e e eo picall  a ocia ed. In he e dicho omie , man  and ma c line  a e 
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often e  p a  being he oppo i e of oman  and feminine . In a imila  ein, ea on  is 
a ocia ed i h he no ion of he ma c line  and is therefore constructed as the opposite of 
emo ion .  
Han be  po a al of he e cha ac e  b e  he e adi ional gende  e eo pe , 
a subversion which functions to challenge racial and pa ia chal po e  c e . R h  
ability to face the reality of their situation and focus on the daily survival of the family serves 
as a powerful means of resistance to these structures. She does so by living her truth openly 
and honestly rather than constructing false or idealised versions of her reality. Scholar bell 
hook  di c e  he a  in hich he dominan  g o p ha  implemen ed a c l e of 
domina ion he e l ing i  an accep able ocial no m  (hook  2014, 11). Ra he  han 
perpetuate this culture, Ruth chooses not to shy away from the truth. Hooks posits that the 
c e  of decei  p e ed b  Whi e p emac  o di emina e nega i e e eo pe  of 
Black inferiority had a direct impact on Black communities. Forced to use deceit as a survival 
mechanism, a egie  of di im la ion  (hooks 2014, 13-14) found their way into Black 
in e pe onal ela ion hip , e l ing in comm ni ie  he e ill ion  a e al ed mo e han 
eali  (15). R h ha  no ill ion  abo  he  eali , a  i  indica ed by her use of dry humour 
and direct honesty throughout the play. She very frankly expresses the dire need for the 
family to move away from the small, cramped apartment, or as she refers to it  he a  ap , 
in which they live (Hansberry 1994, 44), exclaiming ha  he i  e en illing o o k en  
ho  a da  in all he ki chen  in Chicago c b all he floo  in Ame ica  if i  mean  he  
can ge  OUT OF HERE!!  (140). While Wal e  d eam  lie in he ill ion  of eal h, R h 
displays an understanding that if they are to improve their lives, they must all work to get 
he e. In he  e pon e o Wal e  di c ion of hi  liq o  o e, R h e  he  a ca m a  a 
means to assert her practical realism. For example, b  elling him, So o  o ld a he  be 
Mr. Arnold than be his chauffeur. So I would rather be li ing in B ckingham Palace  (34, 
italics in original), she highlights the impracticality and illusory nature of his approach to 
concretising his dreams. Her sarcasm is, however, also undermined to a certain extent by 
Wal e  beha io . Rather than being dismissed by her sarcasm, Walter grows more insistent 
in response to her realism. The fact that he resists her more forcefully when she attempts to 
assert herself is perhaps revealing of the gendered power structures underlying their 
relationship. 
Despite this, Ruth continues to use direct honesty to express the reality of their 
situation. When discussing their relationship and family, Ruth, gently but directly, points out 
o Wal e  ho  life don  ha e o be like hi . I mean ome ime  people can do hing , o ha  
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hing  a e be e  (Hansberry 1994, 89). In doing so she places an emphasis on doing rather 
than on only fantasising, revealing not only her pragmatic nature but also her ability to face 
reality. Her commitment to being frank and honest about her reality functions as a means for 
her to resist the overlying sexist and racist structures of deceit. To hooks, this type of 
commi men  e e  a  a ma k of o  e i ance, hen e claim he igh  o peak he h of 
o  eali , e peciall  hen i  emain  a ma k of o  opp e ion hat as black people we 
canno  be dedica ed o h in o  li e  (2014, 16). Th o gh he  hone , R h demon a e  
ha  he ha  he ool  and he eng h o ejec  bo h Wal e  and he dominan  ocie  
objectification of her, although she is perhaps not always consciously aware of doing so. 
Stereotypes linked to physical appearance and beauty ideals were not the only images 
produced by racist patriarchal ideology. The dominant group also constructed negative images 
of Black motherhood as justifications for racial and socioeconomic oppression. Patricia Hill 
Collins describes three categories into which Black mothers were placed: The Mammy, The 
Matriarch, and The Welfare Mother. The first two of these categories were images that 
existed before and during the release of Raisin, and h  Han be  po a al of mo he  in 
her play arguably serves as a counterpoint to these racialised, gendered images. Originating 
from the era of slavery, the Mammy stereotype advanced the image of the Black mother as a 
fai hf l, obedien  dome ic e an  ho ha  accep ed he  bo dina ion  (Hill Collin  
2002, 72-73), thus functioning as justification for economic exploitation. By superimposing 
this image onto Black women, those in power determined the ideal Black female ela ion hip 
o eli e Whi e male po e  in which the Black woman is subservient to the white man (Hill 
Collins 2002, 72). They aimed to perpetuate these power structures through Black mothers 
who would, supposedly, impart their obedience to their children and become tools for racial 
oppression themselves. The Mammy image later evolved into the stereotype of the Matriarch, 
which became a f ll-blo n aciali ed image in he 1960  (75).  
If he Mamm  a  con c ed a  he ideal  Black mo he  in he white home, the 
Ma ia ch a  he a che pe of he bad  Black mo he  in he Black home (Hill Collins 
2002, 75). The high number of households run by single mothers in Black communities in the 
beginning of the twentieth century resulted in the dissemination of a narrative of dysfunction. 
This was a narrative that became increasingly prevalent in mid-twentieth century sociological 
and political discourse, both before and after Raisin in the works of sociologists such as 
Gunnar Myrdal and Daniel P. Moynihan (Rose 2014, 32). The Matriarch stereotype was not 
only used for justifying racist economic exploitation, but was also utilised as a socio-political 
strategy to distract from the actual structural policies that perpetuated racial oppression. By 
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labelling Black familie  ho e e headed b  omen a  d f nc ional , he dominant group 
was able to use them as examples of supposed cultural inferiority. Families such as the 
Younger family, who are matriarchal and multi-generational, were Othered because they did 
no  fi  he image of he model  famil : he n clea , pa ia chal famil .  
Because they deviated from the norms dictated by White patriarchy, the stereotype of the 
Matriarch was used to demonise Black, single mothers. In the stereotype, the Matriarch is 
depic ed a  an ema c la ing, o e l  and inhe en l  nfeminine  agg e i e fig e, ho 
subverts White patriarchal ideals of mothe hood b  ope a ing a  dange o , de ian , 
ca a ing mo he  (Hill Collin  2002, 77). In Raisin, Hansberry challenges these stereotypes, 
pa ic la l  ha  of he Ma ia ch. Al ho gh R h i  no  he head  of he famil , he  
assertiveness in her relationship with Walter could, according to white patriarchal values, be 
ca ego i ed a  a fail e o model app op ia e gende  beha io  (Hill Collin  2002, 76). As 
Walter describes his plans to open his liquor business, Ruth first attempts to disengage from 
the conversation, a  he i  clea l  i ed of hea ing he ame hing e e  da , e e  nigh  and 
e e  mo ning  (Hansberry 1994, 34). Yet Walter persists, getting increasingly agitated by 
her initial disinterest and subsequent disapproval. Rather than become involved in the 
con e a ion, R h ell  Wal e  [e]a  o  egg  (33, 34). Wal e  i  incen ed b  he  
di mi al, lamming hi  fi  on he able ho ing DAMN MY EGGS  DAMN ALL THE 
EGGS THAT EVER WAS!  (34). Wal e  e pon e  o R h  fi m in i ence ha  he ea  hi  
eggs and go to work are used as a tool to voice the values of white patriarchy (Hansberry 
1994, 33-38). In e pon e, R h impl  in c  him o go o o k , which further infuriates 
Walter, who responds with a rhetoric that genders and racialises Ruth: he claim  ha  a man 
need  fo  a oman o back him p  (34). He even goes so far as to blame Black women for 
hi  po i ion in life, decla ing, [t]hat is just what is wrong with the colored woman in this 
o ld Don  nde and abo  b ilding hei  men p and making em feel like he  
somebody. Like they can do something  (34). Hi  in i ence on R h ha ing o back him p  
and b ild him p  implie  ha  he  behaviour does the very opposite. It suggests that she 
d ag  him do n, ema c la e  him. Han be  b e  hi  image b  demon a ing R h  
strength through her realism and her role as mediator. 
The stereotype of the emasculating Matriarch has perhaps most frequently been ascribed 
to the character of Mama. Several critics of the play have placed Mama securely within this 
category, choosing to view the last, and most critical, choices Walter makes in the play as a 
final act of submission to her will (Rose 2014, 39). Hansberry subverts the racialised 
archetype of the Matriarch by demonstrating how, rather than emasculation, Mama utilises 
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ha  T icia Ro e de c ibe  a  poli icall  condi ioned lo e  o g ide a he  han domina e 
(2014, 37, italics in original). Ro e di ce n  be een poli icall  conditional  and poli icall  
conditioned  lo e (37, italics in original). The former refers to love that has been corroded by 
the politics of structural oppression, which seep into interpersonal dynamics and can manifest 
itself through rage, nihilism, and the internalization of self-hatred  (33). The la e , on he 
other hand, refers to a love that is both compassionate and critical. Because it connects 
interpersonal healing to larger social contexts, but does not allow those contexts to justify all 
responses to it , i  i  a lo e ha  i  affi ma i e b  hich al o demand  acco n abili  (37). 
Wal e  c i ical choice o ejec  he mone  offe ed b  he Clybourne Park Improvement 
A ocia ion i  demon a i e of he a  in hich lo e become  a e i i e ac  (36). This act 
is carried out by Mama. She reminds Beneatha that [ ]he e is always ome hing lef  o lo e  
(Hansberry 1994, 145, italics in original) hen he ha  ejec ed Wal e  a  a oo hle  a  
(144) ho i  no b o he  of mine  (145). She empha i e  ha  he ime o lo e omeone he 
mo  i  hen he  a  hi  lo e  and can  belie e in hi elf ca e he o ld done hipped 
him o!  (145). The power of this type of love and its critical role in collec i e i al  
(Rose 2014, 36) is emphasised when Mama reminds her children of where they came from: 
I come from five generations of people who was slaves and sharecroppers  
b  ain  nobod  in m  famil  ne e  le  nobod  pa  em no money that was a 
a  of elling  e a n  fi  o alk he ea h. We ain  ne e  been ha  
poo We ain  ne e  been ha   dead inside.  (Han be  1994, 143)  
Her powerful words highlight the long legacy of this collective survival. By declaring that 
hei  famil  ha  ne e  been ha  poo ha   dead in ide , Mama make  a clea  di inc ion 
between material and spiritual wealth (Hansberry 1994, 143). She reminds her children that 
no matter how poor they may be financially, there is still power in self-pride, compassion and 
love. A life without these, according to her, is the equivalent of death or at least a spiritual 
death. In fact, Mama uses love to heal the relationship between the siblings and enable the 
sustainable survival of her family. This is the very opposite of the alleged dysfunction that is 
ascribed to Black matriarchal families. The stereotype of both the Mammy and the Matriarch 
are subverted simultaneously. Using her strength and love to navigate between her children, 
Mama attempts to resolve the conflict between them and guide them towards a direction 
where they are empowered. This is the opposite of dysfunction, and Mama ensures the 
healing and therefore endurance of the Youngers. In doing so, she rejects the expectations of 
he Mamm  a  he doe  no  each hem hei  a igned place in Whi e po e  c e  b  
how to survive despite the persistence of these st c e  (Hill Collin  2002, 73). Mama  
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b e ion of he e e eo pe  highligh  he n enable po i ion  of Black omen ho 
enco n e  p e e  o be bmi i e mammie  in one e ing, hen a e igma i ed again a  
matriarchs for being strong figures in hei  o n home  (78). In he  in e ie  i h S d  
Terkel, Hansberry highlights the intersectional oppression that Black women experience, 
stating: 
[O]bviously, the most oppressed group of any oppressed group will be its women, 
you know? Obviously. Since omen, pe iod, a e opp e ed in ocie  and if o e 
go  an opp e ed g o p he e ice opp e ed. So I should imagine that they react 
accordingly. (Hansberry 1959) 
In Raisin, all h ee omen eac  acco dingl  o e i  aciali ed gende  ole  and tereotypes. 
Beneatha resists societal expectations by asserting her agency through her behaviour and 
image. R h e  he  eali m o e i  Wal e  in e nali a ion  of white patriarchal values and 
e eo pe  of bad  mo he hood. Mama  pe e e ance, ength and belief in the affirmative 
power of politically conditioned love demonstrates the way in which Black matriarchs have 
















Chapter Three: Raisin On Screen 
 
It was not long after Raisin p emie ed on B oad a  in 1959 ha  one of he pla  p od ce , 
David Susskind, wrote to Sam Briskin, the Vice-President of Columbia Pictures at the time, to 
generate interest in a film adaptation. By the autumn of 1959, Columbia Pictures had bought 
he igh  o he film. De pi e Han be  ini ial el c ance o ee he  pla  adap ed o he 
screen, she used the opportunity to expand her depiction of the Younger family through her 
screenplay (Perry 2018, 114-113). Directed by Daniel Petrie, the film, starring most of the 
B oad a  p od c ion  o iginal ca , a  elea ed in 1961 to critical success. At the 1961 
Canne  Film Fe i al, i  a  nomina ed fo  he p e igio  Palm d O , and a  be o ed he 
Gary Cooper Award fo  h man al e  (Ingle 2009, 190). Ac o  S dne  Poi ie  and Cla dia 
McNeil, who played Walter Lee and Lena Younger, received Golden Globe nominations for 
their performances. Ruby Dee was awarded the National Board of Review award for her 
performance as Ruth Younger (190). Despite receiving a nomination from the Screen Actors 
Guild Award for Best Screenplay for the final filmed version, the 1961 film has garnered 
c i ici m fo  i  poli ical ambi alence. C  made b  dio e ec i e  o Han be  o iginal 
screenplay resulted in a film that had been primed for a white audience (Wilkerson quoted in 
Hansberry 1992, xxxvi). The cut scenes included what Columbia Pictures executives 
de c ibed a  e ce  ace i e ma e ial , an indica ion not only of their conservatism, but 
also of the level of control held by Hollywood institutions (Lipari 2004, 83).  
Since then, two other adaptations have made their way to the screen. The first of these 
was released almost thirty years later, in 1989, by PBS as a part of their American Playhouse 
television series. The television adaptation was directed by Bill Duke and starred Danny 
Glover and Esther Rolle, as Walter Lee and Lena Younger. This adaptation stayed true to the 
pla  o iginal c ip , and incl de  cene  ha  e e p e io l  c  f om bo h he B oad a  
and 1961 film productions of Raisin (Hansberry 1994, 12). This version was described by 
Robe  Nemi off, Han be  fo me  h band and e ec i e p od ce  of he p od c ion, a  
a l mino  embodimen  of he age pla  a  econcei ed, b  no  al e ed, fo  he came a , a  
oppo ed o i  d a icall  c  and la gely one-dimen ional  cinema ic p edece o  (12). Like 
its predecessor, however, the 1989 production also received critical acclaim and was 
nominated for three Emmy Awards. The third, and the most recent, screen adaptation was the 
2008 production based on direc o  Kenn  Leon  2004 a a d-winning Broadway revival of 
the play. The film retained its original Broadway cast, starring Sean Combs, Phylicia Rashad, 
Audra McDonald, and Sanaa Lahan, as Walter Lee, Lena, Ruth and Beneatha Younger 
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respectively. Both Rashad and McDonald received Emmy nominations for their performances 
in the made-for-television film produced by ABC. This latest version differs from the Petrie 
and Duke productions in that it was adapted from the stage play into a teleplay written by 
Paris Qualles (Harvey 2008). This departure from Raisin, the stage play, allowed the film 
some creativity in combining elements from previous adaptations, even restoring to some 
extent the cut scenes from the 1961 cinematic version. 
Spanning a total of almost four decades, these adaptations speak to the persisting 
ele ance of Han be  o k. The  al o p o ide an oppo ni  o a e  ho  he heme  
highlighted in this thesis have been reimagined and interpreted across starkly different 
temporal and cultural contexts. Examining the ways in which the female characters have been 
represented in a visual medium offers insights into whether the feminist perspective present in 
Raisin has been sustained or overlooked.  
 
3.1 T an la ing  Raisin in Hollywood: The implications of studio control in the 1960s 
 
Daniel Pe ie  1961 film rode he ide of he B oad a  pla  cce  and a  elea ed in he 
mid  of he ci il igh  mo emen . Ho e e , he 1992 p blica ion of Han be  o iginal 
screenplay for the film revealed the extent to which studio executives shaped the racial 
discourse in the film. The cuts made to the original screenplay are indicative of the structures 
of institutional racism at work in Hollywood at the time. It is precisely because of these cuts 
that Lisbe h Lipa i efe  o he film a  a an la ion , d e o he na e of an la ion a  a 
he o ical ac  ha  p i ilege  ce ain choice  and in e e  (83). Pe ie  film i  an e ample 
of this type of rhetorical act. Although it was one of the first Hollywood films to depict an 
Af ican Ame ican famil  i h digni , h mani , and comple i , he mo e adical, 
political and feminist themes of the play were nevertheless muted (Lipari 2004, 97). The film 
remained subject to the in i ion  ha  p od ced racial(i ed) c l al con c ion  and 
disseminated these through popular culture (83). For the majority of their history, these 
institutions retained strict control over the representation of marginalised groups, a practice 
that accounts for the racist traditions of minstrelsy, Black exoticism, and the iolen  e a e 
of black omanhood  in cinema (hook  1992, 119). This erasure underscores how film and 
television serve as powerful tools for propagating the values of the dominant culture. The 
visual nature of these mediums led to the extension of the gaze as a means of asserting 
control, repression and negation. Those in power have historically dominated the gaze by 
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dictating who gets to use it and towards whom it is allowed to be directed. After all, as bell 
hook  a e , [ ]he e i  po e  in looking  (1992, 115). The new scenes Hansberry originally 
included in her screenplay imply the desire to subvert the power structures inherent in this 
gaze by restoring what she felt was missing from Hollywood  eali  (1992, liii). 
Unfortunately, however, her vision was for the most part denied. The removal of these scenes 
resulted in representations of the Younger women that for the most part maintained racialised 
and gendered repression.  
 In the 1959 play, one of the ways in which Hansberry challenges racialised gender 
roles is through the character of Beneatha. In the play, she is outspoken about her political 
views and resists conforming to societal expectations through both these views and her image. 
Thi  i  ca ied o  o ome e en  in Pe ie  film. A  i  he ca e in he pla , Benea ha i  clea  
about her intentions to prioritise her education over marriage and become a doctor. Her 
clothing and actions are contrasted with those of Mama and Ruth. She wears slacks and over-
i ed men  hi  in addi ion o d e e  and ki . While R h i  of en ho n ca ing o  
dome ic a k  ch a  i oning and folding la nd , Benea ha  ac ion  empha i e he  
resistance to gender roles. In the scene where Ruth and Beneatha are packing, for example, it 
is Beneatha, rather than Ruth, who is hammering the crates shut. The hammer is imbued with 
more significance when Karl Lindner, from the Clybourne Park Improvement Association 
arrives. Benea ha i  he fi  o eali e he e na e of Lindne  in en ion , and pick  p he 
hammer as he begins to describe what it is that the association does. She continues to hold the 
tool in her hands until Lindner is told by Walter to get out. Significantly, she is the one to 
open the door for Lindner, and proceeds to continue her hammering once he leaves. Placing a 
tool, stereotypically associated with masculinity, into her hands during this pivotal scene 
gge  Benea ha  inclina ion o a d  e i ting traditional gender roles. This is offset, 
ho e e , b  he emo al of ke  cene  in he pla  and c eenpla  ha  highligh  Benea ha  
ability to challenge objectification and reveal her political potential. In the play, Beneatha 
resists George Murchison and Wal e  Lee  objec ifica ion of he  b  c ing he  hai  and 
wearing it naturally. Hansberry is able to use this radical and political act as a challenge 
again  pa ia chal and aci  al e . Thi  cene a  c  f om he final film, and Han be  
radical e p e ion of Black female p ide emo ed i h i . Benea ha  e plo a ion of he  
identity and intellectualism is further diminished through the removal of the crucial scene that 
takes place between her and Asagai at the end of the play. In the film, this scene is cut short. 
The e i  a no able ab ence of Benea ha and A agai  di c ion of an i-colonialist and pan-
Africanist issues in the film, exemplifying how he intellectual dimensions of Beneatha and 
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Asagai are trivialized  (Wilke on 1986, 451). This trivialisation is accentuated by using a 
saccharine  m ical co e in cene  ha  ake place be een Benea ha and A agai (Lipa i 
2004, 95). In hei  ab idged final cene oge he , he ing  ell in oman ic, c e ing 
a e , beli ling he ggle over normative gender and cultural politics  that takes place 
between the two characters throughout the play (95). Additionally, the condensed scene 
e l  in he ignificance of Benea ha  d eam  being lo . In ead of e plaining h  he 
wants to become a doc o , Benea ha impl  a e  [i]  ake  mone  o become a doc o  
(Pe ie 1961). The gende ed and aciali ed ob acle  o Benea ha  d eam, highligh ed in he 
play, are instead reframed as a class issue.  
 This is not the only example in the film whe e acial code  a e emo ed. Wal e  
efe ence  o R h and Benea ha a  colo ed omen  a e, fo  he mo  pa , changed o 
omen  (Pe ie 1961). The implica ion of hi  i  ignifican  a  i  e a e  he in e ec ing 
oppressions that Black women face due to their gender and race. It removes the specific form 
of racialised sexism that they experience. One of the ways in which this racialised sexism is 
enfo ced i  h o gh objec ifica ion. In he pla , R h e i  Wal e  objec ifica ion of he  
through her practical realism and sarcasm. The role she plays in taking care of the family and 
home i  dimini hed h o gh he film  f aming of Wal e  a  he p o agoni . The film begin  
i h a clo e p ho  of Wal e  face a  he ala m goe  off. I  i  onl  af e  his that the focus 
shifts to Ruth and the responsibilities she undertakes in ensuring that daily routines are 
followed. This reframing is emphasised through the interactions that take place between Ruth 
and Walter in which Ruth is positioned as more submissive. This takes place largely through 
the use of the camera angles and framing. When Walter claims that all that Ruth can say in 
e pon e o hi  d eam  i  ea  o  egg , he cene i  ho  i h R h  back o he came a 
(Petrie 1961). Ruth is then entirely absent from the frame when Walter states that women 
ho ld make men feel like he  can do ome hing  (Petrie 1961). Her desperation to leave 
their home and pursue her dream of home ownership is similarly lessened. When Mama tells 
R h and Wal e  of he do n pa men  he ha  placed on he ho e in Cl bo ne Pa k, R h  
reaction is muted. Instead, the camera focuses on Wal e  and hi  eac ion o Mama  ne . He 
is in the foreground of the shot, while Mama and Ruth sit in the background. The audience is 
then positioned to witness and focus on what Walter has lost rather than on what Ruth has 
gained f om Mama  deci ion. In doing so, Ruth is robbed of the sense of agency and strength 
she has in the stage play.   
This is further emphasised through the mise-en-scène of the film. The final setting 
obstructs the visual exploration of the inherently intimate impact of the structures of 
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patriarchal racism. The c amped condi ion  and ea ine  of he Yo nge  apa men  i  
replaced in the film with a setting that is bright and spacious. This is highlighted through 
R h  ac ion  a  he alk  from window to window opening the shades and bringing in 
radiant sunshine  (Lipa i 2004, 95). The e ing of he film doe  no  depic  he of en de elic  
and overcrowded conditions of South Side housing at the time and is in direct contrast with 
Han be  c een di ec ion . In he e di ec ions, she describes a panning shot that begins 
o ide of he Yo nge  apa men  b ilding and mo e  in h o gh a TINY (I REPEAT T-I-
N-Y) WINDOW  in o hei  home (Han be  1992, 4). I  i  e iden  hen, ha  he empha i  
she placed on the small size of the window was entirely ignored. Furthermore, the close up 
ho  of Wal e  face al o contradicted Han be  o iginal in en ion  fo  he opening of he 
film. He  o iginal c eenpla  demon a e  he in en ion o fi ml  e abli h ha  [ ]hi  i  he 
ghetto of Chicago  b  ing panning ho  of Chicago  So h Side i h line  f om H ghe  
poem pe impo ed o e  hem (5). Bo h he panning ho  and H ghe  e  e e c , 
therefore removing important contextual cues in which the play takes place. The decision of 
studio executives to remove these cues led to mixed reviews at the Cannes film festival. Petrie 
de c ibed ho  fo eign a dience  became e le  beca e he  didn  ee ha  he  [the 
Younger family] had to complain about  (Pe ie q o ed in Lipa i 2004, 95). By omitting the 
exploration of the poor living conditions of the Younger family, and of other South Side 
Chicago e iden , he a dience i  denied he chance o nde and R h  de pe a ion o 
leave their home and willingness to almost risk an abortion. Thi  deempha i e  R h  
reliance on realism to subvert racist and sexist structures of deceit. Rather than demonstrating 
the external structures that confine Ruth to the domestic sphere, the film refuses to examine 
the extent to which her dreams are formed by the social position she occupies. In doing so, 
studio e ec i e  pa icipa ed in he ongoing enac men  of mode n aci m  whereby the 
systemic and institutional forces that produce and sustain white patriarchal hegemony are 
rendered invisible (Lipari 2004, 96).  
Instead, the depiction of racism in the film is only allowed to be present in its most 
overt form, through the presence of Karl Lindner, the representative of the Clybourne Park 
Improvement Association. New scenes that Hansberry added in her original screenplay 
depicting more subtle forms of everyday racism and sexism also found their way to the 
c ing- oom floo  (Pe  2018, 115). In he  c eenpla , Han be  p o ide  mo e in igh  
into Mama by introducing scenes where we witness her last day of work. This new scenes 
function to further subvert the Mammy stereotype that was attributed to African American 
women as a means of racial and socio-economic oppression. Margaret Wilkerson describes 
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the scene between Mama and her employer, Mrs. Holiday. In the scene, Mrs. Holiday voices 
doubts as to whether Mama can truly leave behind the child she has been employed to care 
for, perpetuating the historic myth that mammies surely prefer their white charges over their 
own families  (Wilke on q o ed in Hansberry 1992, xxxvi). Hansberry destabilises this myth 
a  Mama c l  affi m  ha  he good-b e i  indeed a final one  and de c ibes her past work 
experiences in which she has endured a number of other accounts of gendered racism (xxxvi). 
In choosing to ignore these pivotal scenes, the studio contributed to the construction of the 
image of the Mammy stereotype, an image of Black motherhood that was created for the 
purposes of economic exploitation. In doing so, studios allow for the continuation of the 
con olling image  and hi e pa ia chal di co e o p olife a e in o pop la  c l e.  
 Perhaps most crucially, it is precisely this discourse that is established through the 
ending of the film. In her play, Hansberry rejects the myth of the American Dream by 
highlighting the racist and patriarchal values inherent to this dream. The ambiguous ending of 
the play is replaced by one that overlooks the uncertainty and threat that the Younger family 
faces in their new home in Clybourne Park. It is reframed as a story of upward mobility, an 
angle that was encouraged by studio executive David Susskind. He asserted that he point of 
this play is not about the ace angle. I  abo  he di pa i  of need  and ambi ion  hich 
bring a middle-class family to disaster. The fact that the Negroes move into a white 
neighborhood has nothing to do with it  (S kind q o ed in Smi h 2004, 323). No  onl  doe  
he neglect the fact that the Younger family is a working-class, rather than middle-class 
family, but his statement demonstrates a blind ignorance towards the institutional structures 
that maintain racial oppression through housing discrimination. His (mis)interpretation of the 
me age of he pla  einfo ce  he ppo ed ni e ali m  fo  hich i  a  bo h p ai ed and 
c i iq ed. Han be  o iginall  in ended o i all  empha i e he ini e  a mo phe e of 
the new neighbourhood through scenes where the Youngers visit their new home (Hansberry 
quoted in Lipari 2004, 89). Her directions build upon this ominous setting as she describes the 
famil  being a ched b  hado  fig e  and e e  ha  look ha d i h a c io i  ha , fo  
he mo  pa , i  clea l  ho ile  (89). Although the Youngers do visit their new home in 
Pe ie  film, cene  ha  di pla ed he ho ile ga e of hei  p o pec i e neighbo  e e c . 
This removal supports the inherent message that racism only exists in overt forms, in isolated 
incidents instigated by immoral individuals.  
It also denies the Younger family the opportunity for resistance by asserting what bell 
hook  he oppo i ional ga e  (1992 115). She e amine  he hi o ical legac  of Black la e  
who were punished for looking, and who learned to use the oppositional, or critical, gaze as 
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a i e of e i ance  (116). Thi  e i ance, o  he abili  o manip la e one  ga e in he 
face of structures of domination  allo  fo  he a e ion of a deg ee of agenc  (115). In hi  
sequence, the dominant gaze is forced upon the Youngers, and they resist this gaze simply by 
looking back. Cutting this sequence deprives the film of a key act of resistance in which the 
Younger women assert their agency through the subversive act of the oppositional gaze. It 
also deemphasises the reality of the threat that awaits them and diminishes the bravery of their 
choice to move despite the inherent risks. This removes the ambiguity present in the original 
ending of the play, and maintains the illusion of the universality of the American Dream.  
 
3.2 American Playhouse Production: Bringing the Black domestic sphere to the screen 
 
In many ways, the PBS American Playhouse production of Raisin served to right some of the 
wrongs inflicted upon the 1961 adaptation of the play. Unde  Bill D ke  di ec ion, he pla  
a  nab idged and incl ded a n mbe  of cene  ha  e e c  f om bo h he pla  o iginal 
B oad a  p od c ion and Pe ie  film. The medi m of ele i ion len  i elf o he incl ion 
of these previously neglected scenes, allowing for a longer running time than most 
commercial films intended for cinematic release. The full restoration of the play in the 1989 
production is perhaps also a result of the way it spoke to prevailing issues in American 
society at the time. The production was released at a moment in American history where 
racial tensions were on the brink of explosion. The simmering racial tensions that would 
eventually lead to the 1991 beating of Rodney King and the 1992 LA Race Riots, perhaps 
most dramatically cap ed in Spike Lee  Do The Right Thing released during the same year 
in 1989, ho ed ha  he heme  of Han be  o k e ained hei  ele ance. The eighties 
also represented a key decade for Black feminist thinking and built on the work done by 
Black feminist scholars who had come to the forefront during the 1970s (Thomas 1998, 250). 
Revisiting the play in the late eighties allowed for a re-exploration of the relevance of the 
pla  themes in a post-civil rights movement and post- omen  libe a ion America. The 
significant cultural shifts that had occurred since the release of both the play and the 
Hollywood film, are perhaps what lent themselves to a more comprehensive visual 
ep e en a ion of Han be  o k and its female protagonists.  
Significant societal and political changes had occurred in the almost three decades 
between these two adaptations. The impact of these were also reflected in developments in 
key instruments of mass popular culture: the television and cinema. By the late eighties, 
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American cinema had seen the emergence of notable works in Black independent cinema. In a 
post-civil rights social landscape, the Black Power and Black Arts Movements led to the need 
for a more radical exploration of Black identity on screen. Black filmmakers such as Melvin 
Van Peebles explored these themes in films like S ee  S ee back s Baad Asssss Song (1971), 
a film described by Huey P. Newton, co-fo nde  of he Black Pan he  Pa , a  he fi  l  
e ol iona  Black film e e  made p e en ed o  b  a Black man  (Ne on q o ed in 
Clark, 2021). The neorealist-in pi ed LA Rebellion  mo emen  of he eigh ie  o gh  o 
challenge existing cinematic traditions in their development of a distinct aesthetic that spoke 
o hei  o n non- anda d  i ion of Black people and culture  (Snead 1994, 117). No able 
film  of hi  e a incl ded J lie Da h  Illusions (1982), Bill  Woodbe  Bless Their Little 
Hearts (1983), and Cha le  B ne  Killer of Sheep. B  he ime of D ke  production of 
Raisin, directors like Spike Lee had already crossed the threshold of Black independent 
cinema and broken into mainstream consciousness in his breakthrough film, She s Go a Ha e 
It (1986) (Clark 2021). Lee, and others before him, helped to pave the way for productions 
ch a  D ke . Thi  i  pe hap  h  he 1989 p od c ion of Raisin, as a whole, enforces the 
c cial heme  of Han be  pla  and place  pa ic la  ignificance on he agenc  of he 
Younger women.  
 One notable element of the 1989 production is that it does not stray far from 
Han be  age pla . Thi  i  highligh ed i all  a  he en i e  of he film i  e  in he 
Yo nge  home. In hi  p od c ion, he e ing e eal  he c amped and da k condi ion  of 
their home. The crucial elements of their apartment that Hansberry intended to emphasise in 
the 1961 film are restored through the presence of worn, threadbare furniture and the 
Yo nge  tiny kitchen window. The setting reinforces the importance of the domestic sphere 
to the play, and serves as a constant visual reminder of why the Ruth and Lena are so 
de pe a e o lea e. R h  de pe a ion o mo e and p o ide a be e  life fo  he  famil  i  al o 
highligh ed h o gh cha ac e i a ion. S a le a D Poi  pe fo mance in he film g an  R h 
the agency she was denied in the 1961 film as she portrays the character in a way that is far 
more assertive. In comparison to the 1961 film, she brings forth the sarcasm and sense of 
i on  in he  in e ac ion  i h Wal e . Fo  e ample, hen he a  I o ld rather be living in 
B ckingham Palace  a  Wal e  ell  he  abo  hi  d eam , D Poi  doe  o i h poin ed 
sarcasm (Duke 1989, emphasis added). The sense of agency with which she is portrayed 
highlights the ways in which Ruth uses her sarcasm as a means to assert her practical realism. 
This is another element highlighted in the Duke production as it gives equal weight to 
exploring the dreams of each member of the family. This is in contrast to the 1961 film, 
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which shifts the focus towards Walter. In the scene that c ciall  highligh  R h  
desperation to leave, when Lena informs Ruth and Walter that she has put the down payment 
on the new house, the 1961 film tracks Wal e  eac ion. In D ke  p od c ion, ho e e , he 
came a i  e  p o cap e D Poi  pe fo mance as Ruth practically explodes from joy. Her 
i ible ela ion con a  i h he mo e m ed di pla  of emo ion in R b  Dee  pe fo mance 
of the same scene. The marked difference in the performance of the scene may speak to the 
context of the late 1980s, in which the precedent had already been set to allow for a more in-
depth exploration of the Black experience. It is perhaps because of this that Duke is able to 
bring the audience directly face o face i h he f ll e en  of R h  ndeniable de pe a ion. 
This is further emphasised through the inclusion of the previously cut scene with the 
Yo nge  neighbo , M . John on, ho highligh  he po ible dange  ha  a ai  he famil  
in Cl bo ne Pa k. M . John on  ema k  on ecen  ac  of iolence a ge ing Black 
residents in white neighbourhoods explicitly point out the potential threat and hostility the 
Youngers may face in their new home. This sense of foreboding complicates the 
interpretation of the ending of the play as a happy one, one that acts as an embodiment of the 
universality of the American Dream. As I argued in the previous chapter, the ambiguity of the 
ending f nc ion  a  a c i iq e of hi  d eam and i  ppo ed ni e ali . R h  d eam  of 
home ownership and her desperation to leave their cramped, dark home despite the threat of 
harm are compounded by he e ing, D Poi  pe fo mance and b  he incl ion of he cene 
with Mrs. Johnson.  
The inclusion of this scene al o e e  ano he  f nc ion in D ke  p od c ion. The 
conversation between Mrs. Johnson and Lena highlights the political potential of the women 
as they discuss their conflicting views on Booker T. Washington, a prominent Black leader of 
the late 19th and early 20th cen ie . A  he  di c  Wal e  occ pa ion a  a chauffeur, Lena 
ehemen l  di p e  M . John on  a emen  ha  he e  no hing ong i h being a 
chauffeur. Lena fi ml  a e  ha  [ ]he e  plen  ong i h i a man  hand  a  made o 
make things, or to turn the earth with  no  o d i e nobod  ca  fo  em  or  (She looks at 
her own hands) ca  he  lop ja  (Han be  1994, 103, italics in original). Her statement 
is indicative of the powerful sense of love and pride in oneself that she is determined to instil 
in her children. It reveals her desire for a life in which they can strive for more, a life she has 
o ked i ele l  o c ea e fo  hem. Mama  ac  of lo e ake  a poli ical one hen M . 
Johnson makes a reference to Washington. She e pond  o Lena  decla a ion, retorting, 
[ ]o  e one p o d-ac ing b nch of colo ed folk I al a  hink  like Booke  T. 
Washington said that time  Ed ca ion ha  poiled man  a good plo  hand  (103). Thi  
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q o e ccinc l  cap e  Wa hing on  iews that were made famous in his speech at the 
1895 A lan a E po i ion, efe ed o b  c i ic  a  he A lan a Comp omi e . In hi  peech he 
outlines the importance of Black self-improvement as a tool for progress, and that this self-
improvement would be found in fields and factories rather than in books (Washington 1996, 
100). Wa hing on  ie  ecei ed ide p ead c i ici m, pe hap  mo  famo l  f om 
W.E.B. D  Boi , ho di pa aged Wa hing on  polic  of bmi ion  (D  Boi  1995, 323). 
Du Bois was highl  c i ical of Wa hing on  e ion of p og e , which focused on economic 
development rather than social agitation, education, and an active struggle for equality. Mama 
e eal  an inclina ion o a d  D  Boi  ie  in he  di mi al of Wa hing on, as she 
decla e , o nd  j  like him. The fool  (Han be  1994, 103). She goe  on o f he  
challenge M . John on  ca ego i a ion of Wa hing on a  one of o  g ea  men  i h he 
q e ion, Who aid o?  (103). Thi  deba e be een he o omen highligh  he 
e ol iona  ide of Lena (Wilke on 1986, 450). I  al o e e  a  an e ample of he a  
in hich Han be  me ge  he poli ical i h he dome ic phe e, a ke  face  of T icia Ro e  
theory of (inter)personal justice in which intimate spaces such as these serve as pivotal sites 
of political potential.  
Re ealing Mama  poli ical po en ial al o o k  o off e  he e eo pe of bo h he 
Mammy and the Matriarch. Mama challenges the humble, servile role of the Mammy 
stereotype by resisting the notion that this is the only alternative for either of her children. Not 
onl  doe  he label Wa hing on a fool , b  he  ac ion  demon a e ha  he place  highe  
value on education and the pursuit of one s dreams. She states her clear intention to allot a 
portion of he life in ance mone  fo  Benea ha  ed ca ion, and al o place  he   in 
Walter for him to pursue his own ambitions. In doing so, she also subverts the stereotype of 
the aggressive, emasculating Matriarch.  
The 1989 production of Raisin also allows for the subversion of other stereotypes 
placed upon Black women, those that specifically relate to beauty ideals. These are 
destabilised through the character of Beneatha, whose decision to wear her hair natural is not 
only included in this adaptation b  highligh ed. Benea ha  ac  of e i ance ma  no  ha e 
been as shocking to viewers of the 1989 production as it would have been for audiences in the 
late 1950s and early 1960s. Many viewers, living in a post- Black i  bea if l  mo emen  e a, 
were likely to have been aware of the significance of this act having seen the outcome of this 
revolution. For those that were not aware, the 1989 production emphasises the 
con o e iali  of Benea ha  e p e ion of elf-pride through the reactions of the other 
cha ac e . In D ke  p od c ion, hi  cene i  e-enac ed acco ding o Han be  c ip , 
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highlighting the shock demonstrated by George, Walter and Ruth. All three characters voice 
their surprise, a king, ha  ha e o  done o o  head?  and ha  is the matter with your 
head?  (D ke 1989). Al ho gh bo h Geo ge and R h e en all  acq ie ce and affi m he  
choice, elling he  [i]  ha p , Wal e  doe  no  (Duke 1989). Instead, as Ruth starts to touch 
her own hair as if considering doing the same, he urges her against it, a ing, [o]h no! Yo  
lea e o  alone bab  (Duke 1989). Wal e  eac ion is indicative of an attempt to control 
R h  agenc  o e  he  o n image as well as her freedom to resist the beauty ideals that were 
placed on Black women at the time.  
Wal e  ong eac ion also highlights how Han be  ed Benea ha  hai  a  a ool 
of resistance long before her time. B  he ime he 1989 p od c ion a  filmed, Han be  
play would have already been considered a historical drama. Viewing the scene from the 
present-day context of the late 1980s, audiences were likely to have been aware of how 
radical Benea ha  ac  of elf-determination would have been at the time. As I discussed in 
Chapter Two, in Raisin this act is used to subvert the racist and sexist beauty ideals that 
function as a means to control and devalue Black women.  
Thi  i  f he  empha i ed h o gh Benea ha  ejec ion of Geo ge, in hich he 
asserts her own agency. When they return to he Yo nge  apa men  af e  an e ening out, 
George makes advances towards her. As Beneatha rebuffs his several attempts to kiss her, 
Geo ge finall  and  p in f a ion e claiming, I don  go o  i h o  o di c  he 
na e of q ie  de pe a ion  o  o hea  all o  ho gh  (D ke 1989). As Beneatha finally 
realises he is less interested in what she has to say than in her looks, she turns her back to him 
and c  hei  e ening ho  i h a imple, b  fi m, good nigh  Geo ge  (Duke 1989). In 
doing o, he ef e  o accep  Geo ge  act of reducing her to her appearance and instead 
chooses to assert her agency. Mama walks in only moments later, as George is about to exit, 
he q ickl  en e  he i a ion and eaffi m  Benea ha  agenc  b  epea ing he o d  
good nigh  Geo ge  a  he holds the door for him to leave (Duke 1989). Despite their 
conflic ing ie  on ma iage, Lena e hibi  a fi m nde anding of Benea ha  choice , 
hich i  highligh ed a  Benea ha pa e  and hank  Mama fo  nde anding me hi  ime  
(Duke 1989). This shared moment of understanding and solidarity in this intimate setting is 
one example of the politically conditioned love and Sisterhood that takes place between the 
Younger women.  
Although these moments of solidarity take place throughout the play, it is visually 
enforced in a particularly striking manner at the end of the play. Walter initially calls the 
Clybourne Park Improvement Association representative, Mr. Linder, to accept his offer to 
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buy the Youngers out of their new home. However, Walter ultimately rejects this offer as a 
e l  of Mama  in i ence on he adical po e  of lo e, hich he e  o g ide and 
strengthen her family. Instead of choosing the money, Walter makes a choice that restores his 
self-worth and pride. This moment is undoubtedly one in which Walter comes into his own, 
kind of like a ainbo  af e  he ain , a  de c ibed b  Mama (D ke 1989). Ho e e , he fac  
that Duke chooses to foreground the women rather than Walter shifts the focus from him and 
reframes his self-development as one that has been reinforced and sustained by the strength of 
these women. The way in which Hansberry positions the women as the backbone of the 
Younger family is visually translated for the screen in this crucial moment. As Lindner stands 
by the door, ready to leave, the camera frames him in a medium-clo e ho  a  he a e , I 
e hope o  people kno  ha  o e ge ing in o  (D ke 1989). The e i  hen a c  o a 
point-of-view ho  f om Linde  pe pec i e a  he Yo nge  famil  lo l  n  o face him 
without saying a word. The placement of the family members is interesting in this point-of-
view shot, as it reinforces the strength and position of the three Younger women. In this shot, 
Walter and Travis stand in the background, partially hidden from view as they embrace. Ruth, 
Lena and Beneatha stand in the foreground as they stare back daringly at Linder. A cut back 
to Linder reveals his incredulous expression as he looks at them for a moment before turning 
and leaving silently. This eq ence e o e  he oppo i ional ga e  ha  he omen e e 
denied in the 1961 film. They direct their collective gaze towards both him and the audience 
through the point-of-view angle of the shot. In this moment, they are able to use their gaze to 
assert their agency and transform an act that had historically been used as a tool of domination 
in o a i e of e i ance  (hook  1992, 116). Thei  placemen  pa l  ob c e  Wal e  f om he 
audience, and Lindner, so that Ruth, Lena and Beneatha are able to claim this site as their 
own, an indication of the political potential of these three women.  
 
3.3 Kenn  Leon  Raisin: contradictory representations of Ruth, Lena and Beneatha 
 
The most recent adaptation of Raisin o make i  a  o he c een i  ha  of Kenn  Leon  
2008 film, produced by ABC. This version lies somewhere in between the previous 
productions of the play, resulting in a somewhat contradictory representation of the female 
characters. Almo  o decade  had pa ed be een he 1989 p od c ion and Kenn  Leon  
adaptation, and these had once again brought with them huge societal and political changes in 
American history. Barack Obama won the 2008 presidential campaign, becoming the 44th 
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president of the U.S. in 2009. This was a major sign of progress, notwithstanding the backlash 
that would follow eight years later. The period of time between these productions of Raisin 
also saw the emergence of what some scholars refer to as the third wave of feminism (Clark 
Mane 2012, 71). Although this wave has been difficult to pin down and define, one of the 
core elements is the emphasis placed on intersectionality, which built upon the feminist 
theorists of the eighties including Kimberlé Crenshaw and Judith Butler. According to 
scholars like R. Claire Snyder, it also saw a shift towards inclusivity, non-essentialist 
approaches, the importance of choice and the non-judgemental acceptance of the choices of 
other women (Snyder quoted in Clark Mane, 71). Some feminist scholars of the 1990s and 
early 2000s, however, disputed this claim. They argued that despite its intent, mainstream 
third- a e femini m  a emp  a  in e ec ionali  e l ed in okeni m in man  ca e  and 
were not carried out in a way tha  a  f ndamen all  an fo ma i e  (72). In essence, then, 
although there were steps taken towards a more inclusive and intersectional feminism, these 
steps were inconsistent and not fully comprehensive. Tokenism, for example, meant that the 
voices of a select few from marginalised groups were heard, but in a manner that was more 
symbolic than genuine. Rather, they were included in the discourse for the sake of appearing 
inclusive.  
The same could be said for the representation of Black women in film and television 
during this time. Although there was an initial rise in Black filmmaking in the nineties, 
follo ing Spike Lee  immen e comme cial and c i ical cce , he majo i  of he 
narratives represented were male-centred. Additionally, most of the Black actors who gained 
powerful positions in Hollywood at the time were predominantly male, including actors like 
Samuel L. Jackson, Will Smith and Denzel Washington (Rose 2016). While some of their 
films explored the intricacies of Black life in America, the general commercialisation of 
American independent cinema from the late eighties onwards eventually meant that Black 
cinema oo a  ned in o a commodi  ha  co ld be co-op ed b  a la ge  ind  (Da h 
quoted in Rose 2016). By the 2000s, there was a large erasure of the contemporary Black 
e pe ience f om main eam cinema, d e o he a mp ion, pa ic la l  o ide he Af ican-
Ame ican comm ni ha  he ba le  had all been on  (Ro e 2016). In many commercial 
films of this time, the Black experience was reduced to musical biopics, white-saviour 
narratives or films in which Black parts were consigned to secondary characters whose 
primary role was to support the white lead. This resulted in the disproportionate 
underrepresentation of realistic and intimate experiences of Black life in visual popular 
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culture. This disproportionality is even further magnified when it comes to representations of 
Black women on screen and the depiction of their stories.   
It is through this the significant erasure of these experiences from the screen, that 
Hollywood has con in ed o con ib e o he p olife a ion and no mali a ion of hi ene  
(Clark Mane 2012, 73). It was perhaps in response to the whiteness that dominated various 
mediums and conveyors of popular culture such as film and television ha  he 2010  a  he 
re-emergence of Black American filmmaking. This time these films largely centred on the 
intimate lives of Black characters, for example in the works of Ryan Coogler, Ava DuVernay 
and Ba  Jenkin . In man  a , Kenn  Leon  Raisin is a part of this re-emergence that 
sought to portray the experiences of Black Americans in a way that had been largely ignored 
for two decades.  
Leon  adap a ion, ho e e , i  ome ha  con adic ory in its representations of the 
three Younger women. While Ruth and Lena Younger are depicted in a way that serves to 
highligh  he femini  heme  p e en  in Han be  age pla  e , he po a al of Benea ha 
is noticeably less radical than in prior productions. It is important to note that the 2008 film 
was adapted from the play into a teleplay by Paris Qualles. This means that it immediately 
diffe  f om i  p edece o  in ha  he e a  le  di ec  in ol emen  f om Han be , a  
the 1961 screenplay was written by the playwright herself and the 1989 performance was an 
uncut, unabridged performance of her original play. What is interesting about this adaptation, 
however, is that Qualles and Leon chose to restore some of the cut scenes from Hansberr  
1961 film screenplay. In doing so, scenes that were essential for allowing a deeper exploration 
of the characters finally made their way to the screen. Most significantly, it is the first time 
that all three of the Younger women are shown outside of the home. This serves not only to 
lo e all he feeling ha  i  a  a aped e ion of he age adap a ion o c ea e a mo e 
cinema ic feel , b  al o empha i e  he b e ion of aciali ed gende  ole  ha  i  p e en  in 
Han be  age pla  (Leon q o ed in IndieWire 2008).  
Depicting Mama on her last day of work is a significant moment that Hansberry had 
o iginall  in ended o incl de in he 1961 film b  hich a  c . In Leon  film, he 
inclusion of these scenes has several functions. First, it rejects the stereotype of the Mammy. 
Lena is shown with Priscilla, the child she looks after, as she dresses her and sends her off to 
chool. Lena  ligh  p ple d e  and hi e ap on a e bo h ignifie  of he  po i ion a  a 
domestic worker, which may initially seem like they fit the stereotypical portrayal of the 
nurturing Mammy. However, when Priscilla leaves for school, Lena waves at her from the 
indo  and hen n  a o nd. A clo e p ho  of Lena  face e eal  a hif  in he  e p e ion 
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that exposes her relief and joy at finally being able to leave the employ of the white family 
he o k  fo . Cap ing Lena  e p e ion indica e  he  e feeling  abo  he  o k and 
empha i e  ha  he i  he e fo  economic ea on  a he  han o pla  he ole of he imagined 
Black oman mamm  (Hill Collin  2002, 73). I  al o e emplifie  ho  ome Black omen 
ma  pla  he mamm  ole in paid o k e ing  o en e hei  economic i al (74). No  
only does Lena  eac ion demonstrate her awareness of the stereotypes and images created 
by racist patriarchal ideology to control Black women, but her astute ability to exploit these 
stereotypes as a survival mechanism.  
The second function of revealing Lena at her work is to highlight the socio-economic 
differences between her employers and her own family. In this sequence, we see Lena leave 
her home hile i  i  ill da k o ide. The Yo nge  neighbo  M . John on call  o  o he  
h band o ge  in he ho e  hile he e  ill ho  a e  a  Lena pa e  b  he  (Leon 
2008). There is then a cut to the moon before the camera pans down to show Lena exiting the 
apartment building. Lena is then shown catching the bus to Parkview before the camera cuts 
to frame her as she sits on the bus watching the sun rise. This is followed by a cut to Lena 
alking p o he  emplo e  home, a h ge man ion, in he ea l  mo ning ligh . The e i  a 
a k diffe ence be een he Yo nge  apa men  and ha  of he  emplo e , highligh ing he 
huge economic disparity between these two families. That these economic disparities are also 
intricately tied to location is visually emphasised through the setting and mise-en-scéne. The 
shots of the moon and sunrise act as temporal signifiers that indicate the physical distance 
Lena must travel on her commute to work. Additionally, there is a juxtaposition between the 
Yo nge  ban apa men , in hich he  m  ha e a ba h oom i h he neighbo , and 
the spacious, upper-middle cla  b ban neighbo hood of Lena  emplo e . The ign on 
the bus Lena takes to work indicates that this neighbourhood is located somewhere in 
Parkview. According to a 1939 redlining map created by the HOLC, neighbourhoods in the 
Pa k ie  a ea ecei ed ei he  an A  o  B  g ade, meaning that they were considered 
minimal risks for receiving home loans (Coates 2014). This is no surprise, considering how 
the large, two-story house and its neat surrounding neighbourhood contrast with the cramped 
atmosphere of the Younger home. According to Leon, this was precisely his intention in 
depicting the Youngers out of the apartment. In an IndieWire interview he describes how he 
an ed o j apo e hei  home i h he o ide o ld o ha  he a dience co ld e n o 
he con ic ing home and eall  en e he place  cla ophobic condi ion  through the 
characters (Leon quoted in IndieWire, 2008). Through this juxtaposition, Leon also draws 
awareness to the institutional structures of racism by heightening the issue of housing 
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segregation. Taking Lena outside of the Younger home emphasises the external factors that 
function as a means of repression, allowing for an exploration of the intimate impact of 
structural racism.  
Placing he eq ence of Lena  comm e o o k a  he beginning of he film al o 
foregrounds the dream of homeownership that Lena shares with Ruth. The importance of 
dreams such as theirs is accentuated from the beginning by a voiceover that accompanies the 
opening sequence of the film. In this sequence, a single continuous shot shows the street 
outside the Youngers  home as it comes to life in the early morning hours. The shot ends 
inside the stairwell just as Lena greets Mrs. Johnson. The accompanying voiceover, recited by 
Mo gan F eeman, i  of he Lang on H ghe  poem ha  in pi ed he i le of Han be  pla . 
The recital of the poem that accompanies the beginning of the film helps to underscore the 
po e f l q e ion  ai ed in Han be  o k. Because the audience is left with the lingering 
q e ion of H ghe  poem j  befo e Lena en e  he f ame, they are invited to particularly 
focus their attention on her dreams. The subsequent juxtaposition of the Youngers  home on 
the Chicago South Side with the affluent neighbourhood of white residents further highlights 
this dream as well as the obstacles that lie between them. The incl ion of H ghe  poem a  
e  ano he  elemen  ha  a  c  f om Han be  o iginal 1961 film c eenpla . Leon 
restores this scene in his adaptation, although in a modified form in which the dream of 
homeownership is highlighted. This lends greater significance to the dreams of Lena and 
Ruth, dreams that are motivated by love and selflessness rather than individual motivation. 
Thi  i  a a k con a  o Pe ie  1961 film, in hich Wal e  and hi  d eam of 
entrepreneurship is placed at the centre of the narrative. Instead, Leon shifts the focus, so that 
Lena and R h  d eam  a e fo eg o nded. The eq ence depic ing Lena  comm e o o k 
i  follo ed b  a c  o an e abli hing ho  of he Yo nge  apa men  b ilding, follo ed by 
Ruth making breakfast. Rather than framing Walter as the protagonist, Leon chooses to 
introduce Lena and Ruth to the audience first.  
In ide he Yo nge  fla , Leon make  an in e e ing e of came a echniq e o d a  
the audience into their reality, particularly that of Ruth, who spends the most time in this 
space. The atmosphere of claustrophobia in their home is heightened through the frequent use 
of handheld cameras inside their apartment. The camera movements and mid-to-close up 
shots lend a sense of intimacy and realism to these scenes as the audience are witness to their 
personal relationships and lives inside their home. These scenes capture the emphasis Tricia 
Rose later places on the intimate nature of domestic spaces in her theory of (inter)personal 
justice. This theory seems to be translated, to an extent, visually in these moments which 
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highligh  ho  he e in ima e, in e pe onal pace  a e he i e  in hich d eam  a e made 
eal and a e e ed q ie l  and hopef ll  (Rose 2014, 31). The unsteadiness of the camera in 
these interior shots is perhaps reflective of the instability of these dreams in the face of racial, 
and sexual, oppression. 
The camera techniques and juxtaposed shots in the opening sequence also reinforce 
the sense of desperation that emanates from Ruth in the film. This is also highly felt in both 
Han be  age pla  and in he 1989 p od c ion. In Leon  adap a ion, hi  i  heigh ened 
h o gh R h  ac ion  outside of the home. While the prior versions of Raisin reveal that 
Ruth considers terminating her pregnancy due to her socioeconomic conditions, her 
e pe ience and an agoni m o e  he  deci ion i  fa  mo e in ima el  e plo ed in Leon  
adaptation. Leon and Qualles include two scenes where Ruth visits a hairdressing salon that is 
revealed to be operating, also, as an illegal abortion clinic. In the first scene she makes the 
appointment and gives the down payment, actions which are described in previous versions of 
Raisin but not shown. In the second scene, Ruth arrives in order to proceed with the 
appointment but changes her mind and decides not to terminate her pregnancy. By witnessing 
her emotional state as she experiences this ordeal, the audience is given intimate access to 
R h  inne  o ld in a a  ha  ha  no  been p e io l  e amined in a  deep a manne . I  
al o empha i e , e en f he  han in p io  e ion, R h  ac e a a ene  of he eali  ha  
shapes their lives  so much so that she would even risk her own life to protect her family. 
Thi  no ion i  e ed hen Lena e eal  R h  in en ion o ha e an abo ion o Wal e . 
Wal e  eac  i h denial, claiming ha  o  don  kno  R h Mama, if o  hink ha  he 
o ld do ome hing like ha , e emplif ing hi  ilf l igno ance of R h  eali  (Leon 
2008). It highlights the stark contrast between their dreams, as Walter fantasises about his 
b ine  he ea  R h  d eam  a e oo ed in dail  i al. R h e pond  o Wal e , fi ml  
stating, Ye  I o ld oo, Wal e . I al ead  made plan I ga e he oman a do n pa men  
(Leon 2008). In doing so, she challenges his preconceptions by revealing her ability to take 
matters into her own hands and therefore asserts her agency.  
While both Lena and Ruth exhibit the ability to a e  hei  o n agenc  in Leon  
film, Beneatha, who is in many ways the most visibly radical in prior versions is, strangely, 
far less radical in this adaptation. There are some moments in which she could be viewed as 
more assertive o  adical in he  belief . Fo  e ample, Leon  version includes another scene 
that Hansberry wrote in her original film screenplay but which was left out of the final 
version. Like the 1961 Petrie version, the Youngers visit their home in their new 
neighbourhood. However, in contrast to the 1961 film, the shots that reveal the hostile stares 
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of their prospective neighbours are included. In response to this hostility, Ruth and Walter 
impl  head back indoo  hile Benea ha call  o , Ho d -do, neighbours! Howdy-do!  
(Leon 2008). Her refusal to passively accept their hostile gaze is an assertive act that is 
gge i e of Benea ha  poli ical po en ial.  
Despite this, however, the general depiction of Beneatha in this film is contradictory, 
as some of her feminist and political views are sacrificed in order to develop a romance 
narrative with Asagai. Her interest in exploring her heritage, identity, and anti-colonialism, in 
particular, are portrayed as being the result of her feelings for Asagai rather than stemming 
from her own political interests. Although the promise of romance is also depicted in the prior 
versions, it is made abundantly clear in those earlier versions ha  Benea ha  p ima  goal i  
to pursue her dream of becoming a doctor. This is an elemen  ha  i  dampened in Leon  
adap a ion. In p io  e ion  of Benea ha and A agai  final cene, af e  Wal e  ha  lo  he 
mone  fo  Benea ha  i ion, Benea ha i  de a a ed a  he p o pec  ha  he  f e and d eam 
have been taken away from her. Asagai proposes that she move to Nigeria with him, and 
Beneatha considers his question as it may give her the opportunity to practice medicine and 
become a doc o . In he age pla , he ell  Mama of A agai  ma iage p opo al. When 
Mama e o  ha  he  oo o ng o ma  an one, Benea ha cla ifie  ha  he co ld go o 
Africa, Mama  be a doc o  in Af ica  (Han be  1994, 150). In Leon  film, ho e e , 
there is no mention of the possibility that she could realise her dream in Nigeria. Instead, 
A agai  p oposal is delivered as more of a direct statement rather than the a bi  of a 
gge ion  i  i  in Han be  pla  (136). Instead, A agai ell  Benea ha, I ill help o . 
When all of hi  i  o e  o  ill come i h me  (Leon 2008). B  f aming hi  p opo al as a 
a emen  a he  han a q e ion, A agai emo e  Benea ha  a  in he ma e . B  decla ing 
that he will help her, he also places her in a position of weakness, where she is in need of his 
help. No  onl , hen, i  Benea ha  po ible mo e o Nige ia reframed as a simple marriage 
proposal, but her sense of agency in questions over her future is taken away.  
This serves to diminish the feminist and political aspects of her character that are 
present in the prior versions. Framing her interests as primarily romantic, rather than feminist, 
political or self-determining contributes to the way in which Beneatha is represented in an 
almo  h pe feminine  manne  (M nan & B ne 1991, 480). Sa ah K. M nan and Donn 
B ne define h pe feminini  a  an e aggerated adherence to a stereotypic feminine gender 
ole  and po it that those who adhere to these roles mea e hei  cce  b  de eloping and 
main aining a ela ion hip i h a man  (1991, 480). One of he p ima  a  ha  Benea ha 
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subverts stereotypes of aciali ed gende  ole  in Han be  e  i  b  ea ing he  hai  
natural. This act, as in the 1961 film, i  no  p e en  in Leon  film.  
By removing many of the key ways in which Beneatha does subvert stereotypes of 
aciali ed bea  ideal  and gende  ole  in Han be  e , Leon  adap a ion p e en  a 
rather contradictory depiction of the three women. Ruth and Lena are presented as being in 
charge of their own agency, which speaks to their strength and political potential. However, 
the diminished radicalism and hyperfeminine elements in the representation of Beneatha 
portray her in a way that is more in line with traditional gender roles. These contradictory 
depictions of the Younger women are not only demonstrative of the need for increased and 
more consistent portrayals of the experiences of Black women across popular mediums, from 
the theatre to literary works to film and television. While mo e compelling representations of 
black femalene  have been constructed in these mediums in recent years, there is still 


















Despite being produced many decades apart, if there is at least one thing that these three 
screen adaptations have in common it is that they highlight the enduring relevance of 
Han be  o k. Although by now her famous play is a historical drama, there are reasons 
why Raisin is, and has been, revived time and time again, both on stage and on screen. It was 
recently, for example, produced by the Yale Repertory Theatre for their 2019-2020 season to 
mark the 400 years that had passed since the first slave ship from Africa arrived at 
Jamestown, Virginia. Although all performances were cancelled as a result of the COVID-19 
pandemic, the fac  ha  Han be  o k a  elec ed o commemo a e hi  e en  is 
indicative of its persisting significance. Ashley M. Thomas, the dramaturg of this production, 
describes how the play speaks to contemporary issues, particularly the legacy of redlining that 
continues to disproportionately affect Black communities in many parts of the United States. 
She states that while the play is a celebration of the e ilienc  of he Black Ame ican pi i  
i  m  al o e e a  a eminde  ha  Ame ica m  ill a el o a d  j ice  (Thoma  
2020, 7). It is perhaps precisely this sentiment that accounts for why this work resonates with 
contemporary audiences. The fact that it strikes so close to home to these audiences is, 
unfortunately, a testament to the very necessary labour that remains to be done when it comes 
to questions of race and gender, both in the U.S. and abroad.  
This is a notion that is poignantly captured by Robert Nemiroff in his 1988 introduction 
to the play, in which he wrote:  
If we ever reach a time when the racial madness that afflicts America is at last truly 
behind us  as obviously we must if we are to survive in a world composed four-
fifths of peoples of color  then I believe A Raisin in the Sun will remain no less 
pertinent. For at the deepest level it is not a specific situation but the human 
condi ion, h man a pi a ion , and h man ela ion hip and he endle  ggle 
against h man opp e ion ha  a e a  he hea  of ch pla . I  i  no  p i ing 
therefore that in each generation we recognize ourselves in them anew. (Nemiroff 
quoted in Hansberry 1994, 14, emphasis in original) 
If we examine recent events in America, it is evident that the time Nemiroff refers to is not 
truly behind us. 2020 saw the emergence of one of the largest protest movements in decades 
as the brutal murder of George Floyd in late May sparked Black Lives Matter demonstrations 
across the globe. These protests made viscerally clear the deep-rooted structures of racism 
that remained ingrained in U.S. society, politics, culture and institutions, centuries after the 
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abolishment of slavery. In a 2020 interview she conducted with Angela Davis for a special 
issue of Vanity Fair, Ava DuVernay refers to the current period in American history as a 
acial eckoning  (D Ve na  2020). In the interview they discuss the significance of this 
exact moment and the opportunity it offers to bring about much-needed change. Davis 
de c ibe  he p o e  of 2020 a  he pe fec  e ample of o  being able o ei e hi  momen  
and n i  in o ome hing ha  adical and an fo ma i e  (D Ve na  2020). Given 
Han be  a e po a al of the struggle against gendered and racialised oppression in 
Raisin, it is no wonder, then, that the work remains just as pertinent, even sixty years later. 
The ignificance of Han be  pla  i  eflec ed in he recent scholarly work that has 
focused not only on re-examining Hansberry  works but also on her own life as an activist 
and radical. One notable aspect of this recent work is a greater consideration of the extent to 
which Raisin has been misunderstood by critics and the public alike. The shift between its 
initial reception and the way it has later been viewed is exemplified in the retraction of a 
critique made by one of Raisin  ha he  c i ic  a  he ime of i  elea e. Ami i Ba aka, a 
con empo a  of Han be  ho a  a prominent Black writer, poet and activist, initially 
dismissed Raisin a  middle cla  and a o k of pa i e e i ance  yet later admitted to 
ha ing mi ed he e ence of he o k  (Baraka 1986). In a 1986 article in the Washington 
Post Baraka o e, [ ]he conce n  I once di mi ed a  middle cla ac all  eflec  he 
e ence of black ill o defea  eg ega ion, di c imina ion and opp e ion  (1986). In his 
retraction he described Raisin a  a pla  ha  depic  he acc a e elling and nning i ion 
of he eal ggle  (Baraka 1986). Ba aka  en ncia ion of hi  p io  c i ici m  a  an ea l  
sign that Hansberry had been largely misread. A more recent body of biographical and 
scholarly works continue this reassessment, not only of Raisin b  of Han be  o n life 
and politics. In addition to the scholarly and biographical works by Tricia Rose, Cheryl 
Higashida, Erin Chapman and Imani Perry discussed in this thesis, recent documentaries such 
as Tracy Heather Strains  2017 film Sighted Eyes/Feeling Heart also indicate the rising 
interest in Hansberry herself.   
The current excavation of sorts that is being carried out on Han be  life points to the 
significant position she continues to hold in the American, Black, and feminist literary 
traditions. This sentiment is voiced by Tricia Rose and Cornel West in a recent episode of 
their podcast, The Tight Rope. The episode, which aired on March 11, 2021, was titled, 
Lo aine Han be  & G endol n B ook : Da ling  of he Whi e Libe al E abli hmen ? . 
In it West and Rose discuss the extent to which the works of both Hansberry and Brooks have 
been misinterpreted as less radical, which accounts for why they were so readily accepted by 
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white audiences and the white liberal establishment. Speaking of Hansberry, West jokes, 
he  didn  kno  ha  he  e e ge in  hem el e  in o. The  didn  kno  he a  a 
e ol iona  (Ro e and West, 2021). In this thesis, I have attempted to demonstrate the 
ways in which Han be  e ol iona  persona is present in Raisin, particularly in terms of 
her feminist and political radicalism that were arguably far ahead of her time. An in-depth 
examination of Raisin, and its various adaptations, reveals the complex, multi-layered, and 
immensely intimate effect of racialised and gendered oppression that is at the centre of 
Han be  o k.  
Using a Black feminist lens to carry out this examination highlights the tools utilised by 
the female protagonists to resist the gendered and racialised nature of their oppression. It is 
precisely this intersection of race and gender that is at the forefront of Black feminist theory 
today. Hill Collins refers to this as the ne  aci m  in which gender plays a central role in 
racist beliefs because racism and sexism are so deeply entwined with one another (2004, 5). 
The e l  of hi  i  he con c ion of a Black gende  ideolog  ha  hape  idea  abo  
Black masculinity and Black feminini  (Hill Collin  2004, 6). In this thesis, I primarily 
chose to focus on the ways in which the intersecting oppression of race and gender impacts 
the three women of the Younger family, Beneatha, Ruth, and Mama. This is partly due to the 
scope of the thesis but also because a large body of work has already focused on the character 
of Walter Lee Younger. Nevertheless, this arguably causes an imbalance that perhaps 
p e en  a f ll e plo a ion of he dep h of Han be  o k. A c cial a ea fo  f e 
research would be to examine how the gendered and racialised expectations that are placed on 
Walter as Black man impact his relationship to the women in the play. A deeper analysis of 
the ways in which he has internalised the racist and patriarchal values of the society that 
surrounds him may help to shed further light on the key themes that Hansberry presents in 
Raisin.  
Not only is this racialised gender ideology deeply harmful to the individual but it also has 
damaging consequences for entire communities. It is precisely this type of ideology that has 
dictated the ways in which Black women and men have been represented across mediums. 
The comparison of Raisin to its screen adaptations illuminates the need to examine the ways 
in which the works of other Black female writers have been translated or adapted to the 
screen. An anal i  of he film adap a ion  of Alice Walke  The Color Purple, Toni 
Mo i on  Beloved, o  Zo a Neale H on  Their Eyes Were Watching God, for example, 
could provide fruitful examples of how Black female characters are represented on screen as 
opposed to their literary originals. This issue of representation, after all, is an incredibly 
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important one. This is particularly the case for mediums that are consumed en masse, namely, 
film and television. While steps have been taken in more recent years to address this issue, it 
i  of en ca ied o  onl  on a pe ficial le el. Acco ding o D Ve na , he e m  di e i  
and incl ion  are often thrown around in the entertainment industry but still serve primarily 
a  b o d  ed fo  the sake of appearing intersectional (DuVernay, 2020).  
Communities and groups who have long been denied agency over their own image across 
a variety of mediums, particularly within popular culture, then, still continue to be 
stereotyped, misrepresented, or worse still, erased. As Angela Davis points out, [d]iversity 
and inclusion without substantive change, without radical change, accompli he  no hing  
(DuVernay, 2020, italics in original). It is this radical change that is precisely at the root of 
Hansberry  in ima e ep e en a ion of he li ed e pe ience  of Black women and men in A 
Raisin in the Sun. Her work continues to remain significant in these precarious times in which 
we live, and is likely to grow even more so as more light continues to be shed on her 
radicalism. Although it may have taken over half a century, perhaps we are finally able to 
collectively gain a deeper appreciation of her literary genius and power as a writer, activist  
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